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——————————————————————

Voices de la Luna Monthly Literary Evening
Poetry and Arts Presentation
Every Fourth Wednesday, January through June
and September through December
Poetry Workshop at 6:00
Featured Poet at 7:00
Poetry, Music, & Open Mic at 7:30
Barnes & Noble at the Shops at La Cantera
15900 La Cantera Parkway, Bldg. 27
San Antonio, TX 78256
——————————————————————

Voices de la Luna is a quarterly publication dedicated to the artistic expression of a wide range of perspectives and topics. In the
service of that goal, we welcome diverse, well-written submissions from every quarter.

Poetry Editor’s Note
Carol Coffee Reposa

T. S. Eliot opens his monumental
poem The Waste Land with “April is
the cruellest month,” one of the most
revered one-liners in literature, but I
suspect he made that observation only
because he never visited San Antonio
in the springtime. If he had, such a
thought would have been as likely as
water-skiing in January, for here April
connotes exuberance and renewal, outreach and transformation. Buds magically sprout on bare branches; flowers
magically erupt from those buds, and chrysalids morph into butterflies. Had Eliot given us the pleasure of his company during
this month, he would have gazed in wide-eyed wonder at fields
of bluebonnets, pink evening primrose, wine cups and poppies
stretching for miles under electric blue skies. He might have taken
in the parties and pageants of Fiesta Week. Some brave soul even
might have broken a cascarón over his head.
Our celebrations don’t end with Fiesta Flambeau and the King
William fair, though. In April we observe National Poetry Month,
a four-week verbal feast which in the Alamo City includes activities ranging from slam contests and flash gatherings to exhibits
and traditional readings, many held in such vibrant venues as the
Mitchell Lake Audubon Center. At this time Voices de la Luna also
stages its literary gala. This year’s event, generously co-sponsored
by Haven for Hope, proved an occasion to remember—and savor.
Spring is in addition the season of pilgrimage. Right about
now, we begin to think of road trips, of packing our swimsuits and
heading out to Padre Island or Canyon Lake. In this sudden desire for travel, we join millions of others over thousands of years
who have felt this same impulse, including Geoffrey Chaucer’s
immortal pilgrims, who walked their long and legendary road to
Canterbury during this month. The year as well boasts its share
of literary milestones: throughout 2015 we will honor the 750th
birthday of Dante Alighieri, whose majestic epic, The Divine
Comedy, traces one man’s journey from The Inferno to Purgatory
and finally Paradise, the longest trip of all.
Then, of course, there’s the time-honored association of April and
the concept of love in all its dimensions. Dante, of course, was well
known for his adoration of Beatrice, his guide through Paradise, and
in this context Chaucer’s pilgrims again come to mind. One of the
most intriguing is the Prioress. A study in ambiguity, she professes
a dedicated spirituality but has over-dainty table manners, enjoys
her meals perhaps too much, fusses continually over her pampered
dogs, and wears a pricey habit. From her equally expensive rosary
hangs a gold brooch bearing the words Amor vincit onmia, “Love
conquers all.” At this point, the reader well might ask what kind of
love she exalts, but no matter. In Chaucer’s vision there is room for
every variety, and the same may be said of Voices. The poetry and
prose contained in the current issue demonstrate as many permutations of this emotion as there are writers to express them.
Poor T.S. Eliot. He undoubtedly missed out, but you need not,
since exploration of the aforementioned topics—springtime,
National Poetry Month, Fiesta, the Voices de la Luna/Haven for
Hope Literary Gala, the works of Dante, and the grand theme of
love—all get their due within these pages. Happy reading!
Voices de la Luna, 15 April 2015
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Cover Page Art
The Anachronistic Birth of the Haunted Night

25x16.5x16 in., Acrylic on Earthenware,
from the collection of the San Angelo Museum of Fine Arts
by Danville Chadbourne
www.danvillechadbourne.com
Danville Chadbourne was born in Bryan,
Texas in 1949. He received a BFA in 1971
from Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas and an MFA in 1973 from Texas
Tech University in Lubbock, Texas. After
teaching studio art and art history at the college level for 17 years at various institutions,
Chadbourne quit teaching in 1989 to devote
himself full-time to his art. He has exhibited
extensively at both state and national levels, including over 100
one-person exhibitions. His work is included in numerous private
and public collections and was featured in the November 2010
issue of Sculpture Magazine, and in the February 2010 and January 2006 issues of Ceramics Monthly. His exhibition, Danville
Chadbourne: Sculptures and Paintings, will be on display April 4
– June 15 at Musical Bridges around the World (see p. 13 below).
Primarily a sculptor in clay and wood, Chadbourne works in a
range of materials and in both two- and three-dimensional formats. Over the years he has created a complex body of work unified by a primal iconography and artifact-like quality emerging
from a very personal and consistent formal, aesthetic and philosophical sense. He has lived in San Antonio, Texas since 1979.
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indirect, or generalized way, never specific or obvious. I have chosen by personal evolution to use forms and images that appear to be
part of some culture with an elaborate mythological structure, never
quite defined, but evidently interrelated. I am concerned with the
intellectual speculations that we make regarding other cultures, especially primitive or ancient ones based on our observation of their
artifacts. This anthropological perception is a key issue in my work.
Formally, I use relatively simple sculptural images, sometimes
static, like monuments, other times active, dynamic forms that
suggest some usage, often ritualistic. I also tend to use materials
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kind of universal human consciousness and ultimately stimulates
the perception of our own personal existence.
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Featured Poet

Octavio Quintanilla
Sleepwalker Never Wakes Up
My father fell from a tall ladder
at the cotton gin. I imagine, before he hit
concrete, he asked, Where am I going?
but in Spanish because it’s the only language
that can tell him that dying is possibility. Later,
Pedro said he found him lying like a sack of potatoes,
out cold, his eyes half-way open
as if about to wake from a nap.
*
My father still wants to drive, still wants
to mow the lawn and hammer the last
nail on the unfinished cabinet.
He is here one moment, and soon after,
we see him take a walk to 1970,
when, as a young man, he helped
his grandfather, Juan, break horses,
or worked till dawn, irrigating the corn fields.
*
He worked alone, guiding water with a hoe
as he himself was gently guided by moonlight
as he is now guided by his five-year-old granddaughter
who asks, Me compras un dulce? and he buys her
a candy that sweetens her mouth
like her words sweeten his,
and they walk back to us, looking both ways
before crossing the street.
First published in Spillway Journal

Matanza del Marrano
Winter, to celebrate the birth
of Jesus, my brothers buy a pig,
sometimes a goat,
and sacrifice it in the name
of good times. The youngest one,
who has a love affair with guns,
shoots it in the forehead, and the pig
often too large to be disheartened
by the bullet, takes a step back
and charges forward to welcome
the second shot.
Now the boys stretch it on a table
and their knives begin to cut
into fatty tissue, pulling at the flesh
and at the coarse hair that peels
as easy as a shirt.
After the skinning is done,

my brothers,
and friends who came to watch and talk,
stand around the animal
and smoke cigarettes as they wipe their knives
along the sides of their legs.
They’re young as they stand here,
trying to reclaim a ritual
they could’ve lost
the day their father left his country
to give them a new one.
Their knives learn to open flesh
as their eyes keep watch for what’s hidden
in the belly’s chamber.
They keep finding the root
that refuses to be cut.
Maybe their sons, too, one day,
will learn to use a knife to see,
to feel they belong somewhere.
For now, someone will say
a joke in Spanish,
and someone will repeat
parts of it in English,
and laughter will scatter along the fields
like a flock of hungry wrens.

Sonnet for Human Smugglers
Take care of them. If they want water,
Dump them in the river. If they crave
Freedom, let them loose among rattlesnakes.
If they want to breathe, let them breathe dust.
Let the desert mouse nest in their white bones.
Give them shelter with your greed. With your rape.
The road kill is a sign you’re almost home.
Point to it and show them who they are.
Their life’s a documentary, a newscast.
But for you, everything is possible.
You’re the map that leads them astray,
Priest leading a funeral procession.
Load this cargo. Shackle them with promises,
Backaches that keep them from killing you.
First published in Alaska Quarterly Review
Octavio Quintanilla is the author of the poetry collection, If I Go Missing (Slough Press,
2014). His work has appeared in Salamander,
RHINO, Alaska Quarterly Review, Southwestern American Literature, The Texas Observer,
Texas Books in Review, and elsewhere. He is a
CantoMundo Fellow and holds a PhD from the
University of North Texas. He is the South Texas regional editor for Texas Books in Review
and teaches literature and creative writing in
the MA/MFA program at Our Lady of the Lake University.
More poems by Octavio Quintanilla are on p. 22, below.
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Questions for Ellen Riojas Clark

San Antonio Native and Teachers’ Teacher
Interviewed by Mo H Saidi
A native of San Antonio, a scholar
and activist, UTSA professor emerita Dr. Ellen Riojas Clark has been
a well-recognized presence in our
city. She is featured on a commemorative mural in downtown San
Antonio and at the University of
the Incarnate Word, along with other San Antonio figures who played
a major role in the city’s growth
and enhancement. As a retired professor of bicultural-bilingual studies La Elen Clark: The Red Diva
Elizabeth Rodríguez
at the University of Texas at San Antonio, Clark is well known for her expertise in bicultural-biligual studies
and Latino education, as well as for her advocacy of equity and social
justice. During her 35-year tenure at the university, Clark published over
eighty academic articles and mentored countless students, colleagues,
and faculty, She was the educational content director of the PBS children’s cartoon series Maya and Miguel and claims the title of Abuela
Elena in the series. Clark’s contributions to the cultural life of San Antonio have been recognized with the La Prensa Outstanding Women in
Action Award, the San Antonio Women’s Hall of Fame, the Yellow Rose
of Texas Award, and her coronation as Queen Huevo for the San Antonio
Cultural Center. Born and raised in San Antonio, Clark is a graduate of
Trinity University and UTSA and the recipient of a Ph.D. from the University of Texas at Austin. She is also the mother of two daughters, both
of whom are engineers, and one of her four grandchildren carries on the
family tradition as a nuclear fusion engineer.

Mo H Saidi: As a voice for excellence in education in San Antonio and Texas, how do you also manage to be an artist and
advocate for Latinos?
Ellen Riojas Clark: I consider myself an advocate for the arts
rather than an artist. Cultural studies was a second field of study
for my Ph.D. degree and remains an important focus for me. As
a member of the C/S art group that started in the 70s, I became
well aware of the under-representation of ethnic minority artists
in museums and galleries throughout the U.S. All the artists in
the group from César Martínez and Jesse Treviño to Rolando
Briseño and Luis Jiménez have now become national and international icons in the art world. It was a long and hard journey
for them to finally be invited to exhibit their work. Likewise, in
education, Hispanic schoolchildren are no longer hit with rulers
for speaking Spanish in the classroom, but the struggle to have
bilingualism recognized as a positive continues. It seems that my
proessional life still revolves around the negative effects of underrepresentation, discrimination, identity, and self-awareness.
How did you conduct the research for your doctoral thesis,
“Determination of Giftedness in Lower Socio-economic Mexican-American Students”?
I am proud to say that my work is still paramount, for it remains
one of few research studies tying the positive effects of bilingualism to enhanced cognitive abilities. The hard part for me was
developing a strong psychometrics background in order to conduct the research. A great finding was that there is a very strong
correlation between fluent bilingualism and heightened cognitive
abilities which recent work has confirmed. A principal at a majority Latino school once told me that I had to go to the Northside
area of town where White students resided if I wanted to find
gifted kids. My response: I didn’t know that God determined intelligence by geography or color.
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You have written and published numerous academic papers
during your tenure at UTSA. How did you become interested
investigating the cultural arts of Mexican pastries?
Once no one can remember a name, that person or item disappears from our consciousness, according to the Aztecs, a premise
that makes sense. It was interesting to me to see people going
into panaderías/bakeries and pointing to the different pastries,
not knowing the particular names. Even the bakers don’t know
all the names, and, consequently, I have seen many types of pastries diminish in number. So I have researched the names and
shapes, many of which have disappeared from the landscape.
My book will feature names and sketches of over 400 different
breads and over 70 dichos/proverbs in Spanish and English that
I have translated. I have been ask to turn this information into a
game and computer app for kids so that they can learn the names.
It will not be an academic book but a cultural book. The tamale
book that Carmen Tafolla and I co-wrote has become very popular and has proven to be a great cultural tool. I think these cultural
books have much more readership than my academic articles and
textbooks.
In one of your papers, you discuss the issue of teachers teaching science, math, and bilingual education. Are you a teachers’ teacher?
Yes, my work for many
years was teacher training, specifically in the areas of bilingual education,
bicultural studies, and in
the development of specific pedagogies. We have
added the dimension of
the arts and humanities to
the study of the STEM areas. I strongly believe that
education should be based
on an integrated, interdisciplinary Socratic approach.
Over the course of your
career, you have shifted
Ellen Clark among SA Civil
your attention from specific issues facing Latinos Rights Activists on Mi Tierra
to the essence of education
Mural, San Antonio
in schools and universities. Was this metamorphosis natural and smooth?
I have not shifted away from these themes as Latino issues, and
those of underrepresentation are still paramount.
What is the significance of your fascination with youth and
even kindergarten students?
They are our future and our legacy. We are the shoulders for
them to climb to greater heights. Imagine what they can achieve
and will achieve. So exciting to anticipate.
You have inspired teachers and artists for decades. Have you
inspired authors and politicians, too?
I see our role as mentors, to pass on what we know, to encourage,
to motivate, to support, to inspire others to be. I belong to a group
of twelve women representing over 600 years of civic and political work (this also means we are old) who regularly meet with
young politicians to advise, provide leadership skills, and support.
Why should they have to reinvent the wheel when we can mentor? What they need to develop is a sense of commitment, respect,
and love of community, and they need to learn from the elders.

As for writers and visual artists, they need to become aware that
their voices and stories are important and need to be told either in
narrative or in a visual form. They have to tell about themselves
and about us, their community. We have to encourage them to not
give up on publishing; it’s important for them to know that 97%
of the people who make publishing decisions are white and male.
Therefore, it is hard to be published. We need to encourage them
to hone their skills, to be true to their stories, and to know that
they will not get rich. We all need to promote the works of writers
and artists of color.
Why is the U.S. public so blatantly unaware of the many and
significant contributions of Latino writers and artists such as
Isabel Allende, Jorge Luis Borges, Gabriel García Márquez,
Lygia Clark, and José Cura?
The canon of American and Western literature has ignored writers from the Americas outside the U.S. The issue of underrepresentation affects everyone when we leave out the richness of the
Americas. I received three major NEH grants to promote Latino
literature and culture to secondary teachers of literature over the
years. They had never been exposed to Latino writers and critics
in their training. How could they teach what they don’t know?
They literally felt their lives had been changed dramatically with
the exposure, and they further believed that all students would
benefit from reading a full range of authors from the Americas.
They were awestruck to hear authors such as MacArthur Genius
Sandra Cisneros, Cristina García, Julia Álvarez, and Pulitzer
Prize winner Junot Díaz, among others.
Now, that a thaw in Cuban/American relations is happening, let’s talk about the countercultural icon Ché Guevara.
A medical student who left the university to tour the continent, he later became a revolutionary leader. And then we
have Paulo Coelho, author of The Alchemist, one of the most
widely read authors in the world. What do these two Latino
icons have in common?
Both of them are revolutionaries in their fields. Both are philosophers, both speak to breaking free of the confinements of
thoughts, ideas, and political oppression. They embody these
ideals in their works
What projects are you working on these days?
I am working on a manuscript for a textbook entitled Multicultural
Literature for Latino Children: Their Words, Their Worlds, that is
scheduled for publication with Rowman & Littlefield, so that is
occupying my time. Also, I have entered the world of documentaries with a former graduate student, Daniel Gonzales. Two of our
shorts have placed in film competitions. We will be presenting our
new work at the University of Salamanca in June entitled A Latina
Artist Speaks: Exploring Who I Am—Adriana Garcia.
You are a creative person with numerous scientific and literary works to your name, yet your daughters are engineers.
Do they also maintain a connection to teaching and writing
literature?
I think they are wonderful engineers because they have a strong connection to the humanities and arts. They do a lot of volunteer work,
mentor young women, and serve as great role models for other Latinas. Books, music, and the arts are great pastimes for them. I have
written book reviews with my granddaughters, which have been
published nationally and internationally. These book reviews have
the perspective of their experiences and are therefore much richer
in scope. This has been such a fun experience for me as I get to formally see their thinking in action. I employ a dialogue approach to
the critiques similar to this interview.

You and Hector, your husband, have several grandchildren.
How close are you to them; do you remember their birth
dates and favorite foods?
Of course I remember their birth dates, as we have only four
granddaughters. I hold a cultural camp for them at our home every year featuring a central theme, and cooking is always part
of Ya Ya camp, as are the arts. Last year it was French culture,
and we viewed French movies, replicated the menus, read, and
learned about the culture. I always prepare t-shirts, conference
bags, schedules, and notebooks with pertinent information.
Cooking is always part of what we do when they come to town.
A month ago we held our own version of a famous cooking show.
They had to create an entree employing five secret ingredients:
tuna, dates, mushrooms, black radishes, and cheese. Wonderful
to see their creative and problem-solving approaches. So much
laughter and many groans and aha moments.

Puerto Rico Discovered
The island of Puerto Rico, approximately 40 by 100 miles with
a population of 3.5 million, is popularly known in Spanish as La
Isla del Encanto, The Island of Enchantment. Although Columbus named the island San Juan Bautista and its capital city Ciudad de Puerto Rico (City
of the Opulent Port),
eventually traders and
other maritime visitors
referred to the entire island as Puerto Rico. The
nature of Puerto Rico’s
political
relationship
with the U.S. is the subject of ongoing debate in
Puerto Rico, the United States Congress, and the United Nations.
The basic question is whether Puerto Rico should remain a U.S.
territory, become a U.S. state, or become an independent country.
After several failed tries dating back to 1967, Puerto Ricans in
2012 voted for the first time to become a state in a non-binding
plebiscite sponsored by the territorial government.
Art & Literature in Puerto Rico: Puerto Rican literature got
off to a late start because the Spanish colonial government feared
that Puerto Rico would develop its own social and cultural identity
and eventually seek independence. Some of Puerto Rico’s earliest writers were influenced by the teachings of Rafael Cordero.
Among these was Dr. Manuel A. Alonso. In 1849 he published El
Gíbaro, a collection of verses whose main subject was the poor
Puerto Rican country farmer. Eugenio María de Hostos wrote La
peregrinación de Bayoán in 1863. But Alejandro Tapia y Rivera is
considered the father of
Puerto Rican literature.
When it comes to poetry, José Gautier Benítez
is considered by many
to be Puerto Rico’s
greatest Romantic-era
poet. Lola Rodríguez de Tió was the poet who wrote the lyrics
to the revolutionary “La Borinqueña” used by the revolutionists
in the Grito de Lares. Poets José de Diego, Virgilio Dávila, Luis
Lloréns Torres, Nemesio Canales, Francisco Matos Paoli, Juan
Antonio Corretjer, Clemente Soto Vélez, and Hugo Margenat were
independence advocates who wrote poems with patriotic themes.
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Collaboration in Literature & the Arts
The UTSA English Department
colfa.utsa.edu/English/

It Could Be Verse

April 17, 7:00 p.m.
University Room (BB 2.06.04)
An annual UTSA tradition, It Could Be Verse is a celebration of
poetry open to students, faculty, staff, and guests. Everyone is invited to choose a favorite poem, composed either by themselves
or someone else, and read it aloud.

Brackenridge Chair in the News
The American Dialect Society has selected its 2014 Word of
the Year: #blacklivesmatter. This is the first time the society has
selected a Twitter hashtag as its winning word, and media outlets
have been seeking insight from Sonja L. Lanehart, ADS member
and Brackenridge Endowed Chair in Literature and the Humanities.
Dr. Lanehart has been interviewed by TPR’s The Source,
Michigan Radio, Bustle Magazine, TIME Magazine, and Al
Jazeera America. To see the interview, go to www.youtube.com/
watch?feature=player_embedded&v=hZsvAjqAGHY.

African American Literatures and Cultures Institute
The University of Texas at San Antonio African American Literatures and Cultures Institute encourages students to join the US
professoriate by providing research stipends, rigorous mentoring, and innovative academic training. The program responds to
the pressing need to diversify all areas of US higher education—
from graduate study to academic research through administrative
leadership.
Participants, who are selected through a competitive application process, will receive a $2,000 stipend for participating in
the program. Housing and course materials are covered by the
program.
Eligibility requirements include:
• An interest in learning more about what it takes to become a professor of African American literary and cultural
studies
• Standing as a college junior with at least one full year of
undergrad studies remaining
• U.S. citizenship
• Willingness to select and work with a dedicated mentor
through the graduate school application process, through
completion of a mentor-directed research program
Questions about this program may be addressed to Dr. Joycelyn Moody, joycelyn.moody@utsa.edu.
8
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Ben Olguín Has a Banner Year
Connor McBrearty
colfa.utsa.edu/english/roadrunner.html

A UTSA faculty member since 1997,
Olguín is an associate professor in the Department of English and Creative Writing
Program. He also is the Honors College Assistant Director for National Scholarships.
His research focuses on Latino/a literature,
cultural studies, art and history. In addition
to his scholarly activities, Olguín also is a
poet and a progressive social activist.
2014 has been a pivotal year for Olguín, starting with the publication of the anthology, Latina/os and WWII: Mobility, Agency,
and Ideology, which he co-edited with University of Texas at
Austin Professor Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez. The book explores
the history, sociology, literature and art by U.S.-born Latina/os
during World War II. Also, two collections of poetry, Red Leather Gloves and At the Risk of Seeming Ridiculous: Poems from
Cuba Libre, were both published this year. The first consists of
poems drawn from his memories as an amateur boxer when he
was a young man (Olguín was undefeated in his career, he notes,
counting two knockouts in a 14-0 record). The collection serves
as his own “attempt at a feminist analysis of masculinist and patriarchal socialization practices.” The second book, a politicallycharged testament to the people of Cuba, chronicles his travels
to the country as a member of the activist group the Venceremos
Brigade.
“All three of these projects share the unifying theme of people trying to have an impact on this country and Latin America,
sometimes against seemingly insurmountable odds,” Olguín explains.
Olguín has established himself as a productive researcher, but
at UTSA he’s also regarded as an esteemed lecturer. He hopes
his students will take from class the courage and desire to question everything. He wants them to never be complacent but rather
recognize that true knowledge is uncovered in the debate itself.
Olguín earned his B.A. at the University of Houston, where his
grandfather worked as a janitor, and his M.A. and Ph.D. at Stanford University. He previously taught as an assistant professor
in the English Department at Cornell University, and as a visiting professor at the University of Texas at Austin. His pursuit of
intellectual growth and provocative socially-committed scholarship has led him down several interesting and surprising paths.
He has worked as a construction worker, prison educator, volunteer Emergency Medical Technician, unionized grocery worker,
waiter and cook. “I needed to know what I was writing about,” he
explains, “so if I was going to write about the working class from
which I come, I needed to continue working alongside them.”
These life experiences also served his objective to be an organic intellectual—one whose values and intelligence are derived
from both the working class and the academy. He doesn’t have
it figured out, Olguín is quick to say; he knows only that he’s on
a perpetual journey of discovery as a scholar and human being.

UTSA Featured Poet: Alexis Haight
My Sister Could Talk to Butterflies

I watched her sway on the tree swing,
head thrown back, loose hair brushing
the worn grass beside her balancing toe.
Eyes among the high branches, she sang
the notes of a music box played backwards.
She tried to teach me, bumping noses
and fluttering lashes until hers tangled
with mine, but I never understood why
they came to her, the tiny custard yellows
that hovered above her head, bark-browns
that clung to her blouse buttons.
Mara was the name of the monarch
who rested on her tricycle’s handlebars
while she rolled round the walk, or rode
on her finger to tour our honeysuckle vines.
She told me Mara would migrate soon,
go to the redwoods where her sisters
would serve her nectar in silver thimbles,
dance on roses that smelled like licorice.
Then Mara died, and my sister bent
shading the tissue-thin frame with her hair
and I told her I was sorry. But she said
I shouldn’t be. She said that Mara
was undergoing her next metamorphosis.

Alexis Haight is a first-year graduate student in UTSA’s M.A. program. As a college junior, she placed second in
the undergraduate creative writing section of UTSA’s 2013 College of Liberal and Fine Arts Conference. She has
published penny fictions with Haunted Waters Press and is an editor for UTSA’s literary journal Sagebrush Review.
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Book Reviews
About Little Charlie Lindbergh and Other Poems
by Margaret Randall
Adapted from wingspress.com and mysantonio.com

Margaret Randall’s poetry is always boldly
political and deeply personal and her latest
collection delivers again. Randall is a poet,
essayist, photographer, and social activist,
and she has authored more than 100 books. If
one agrees with her truth-telling against the
lies perpetrated by those in power, then this
is poetry for you. If not, you will get “news”
from TV or the establishment newspapers,
but not from poetry (as William Carlos Williams hoped). Randall’s viewpoint is clear in texts of protests and
in nuanced poems.
Born in New York City, Randall has lived in Spain, Mexico,
Cuba, Nicaragua, and in North Vietnam during the last months
of the U.S. engagement in southeast Asia and has written extensively on her experiences. She has taught at several colleges, including Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
Her poems are usually quite direct, as in “Everyone Lied”:
“We lied to protect our own and then / to justify not protecting our own. / We lied on a need-to-know basis, / parroted our
leaders / even when they pretended genocide away.” A subtler,
witty poem (in its entirety) reads: “Irony and unassuming wit /
paint my everyday mask. / A question mark / where the mouth
should be / adorns another. / A mask of kindness / always works /
when promise comes up ominous. / I have fashioned these masks
/ through a lifetime of fear / and certainty, a step back / for every
two steps forward. / I cannot remember / when the last mask dissolved / in a moment of / blinding silence. / Touching raw skin
still surprises.”
Like most of Randall’s poetry, the collection About Little Charlie Lindbergh reflects an outsider’s view of the injustices undermining our sense of humanity. She experienced injustice when
the U.S. government ordered her deported in 1985 because of
views expressed in her books. But she won her case in 1989,
despite living and working in revolutionary Cuba in the ’70s and
in Sandinista Nicaragua in the ’80s. Randall was awarded the
Lillian Hellman and Dashiell Hammett grant in 1990, for writers
victimized by political repression.

Life Support of Another Sort
by John Eubanks
Reviewed by Mo H Saidi

Life Support of Another Sort is a collection
of poetry and prose by poet, actor, and teacher
John Eubanks. He has lived in San Antonio
for over fifty years and taught in local schools
for thirty-two. He dedicates the book to his
late wife, Tina, to whom he was married for
forty years. As emphasized in the foreword by
Valerie Bailey, it’s a treat to listen to Eubanks
recite his poems not because he’s an actor, but
for the amazing tonality of his poetic voice.
10
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And because he adds humorous sketches to his poetry presentation, he offers his audience a joyous experience.
His poetry is primarily lyrical, offering simple observations on
spiritual wonderments, yet like Rumi and other mystic poets, he
is sincere, convincing, and philosophical, as in this passage from
“Attend Me Now”: “I am the humus of the leaf / tingeing the tips
of your fingers. / I am the vibration of the evening thunder / that
shakes the hills and rolls through your spine. / I am the water… .”
Like many socially conscious poets, Eubanks speaks out against
political oppression of minorities and deals with community issues like racial bias and discrimination, but his voice is gentle in
“Big Deals in the Black Hills” when he writes, “The Black Hills
are alive with white people as / the remaining red folks look on.
/ Of course everyone knows / the land belongs to whoever can /
finalize the fabrication… .”
In the prose section, Eubanks reflects upon Buddha. On one
page, below a photo of a Buddha sculpture, he reminds us not to
dwell in the past but to mind the present. He writes, “The head
shows dappled like the stony platform, the face a study of gray
serenity.” His poems and prose take us on a smooth journey
through the mind of a dreamful poet, “Finally we come to the
most wonderful, mysterious, and even terrifying idea, ‘Life is but
a dream.’ Yes, but what a magnificent dream it is.”

Death of a Texas Ranger: A True Story Of Murder
And Vengeance On The Texas Frontier
by Cynthia Leal Massey
Reviewed by James R. Adair

On July 9, 1873, Private Cesario Menchaca
of the Texas Ranger troop operating in Helotes,
Texas, shot and killed his superior, Sergeant
John Green. Of that there is no doubt. The
newspapers reported it, eyewitnesses confirmed
it, and Menchaca himself, who eluded posses
and escaped to Coahuila, Mexico, confessed to
the killing. The only question was “why?” Why
did Menchaca, a former lawman himself, gun
down his commander? Was it self-defense, as
Menchaca repeatedly asserted over the next thirty years as he
awaited the inevitable: a request for extradition? Was it coldblooded murder, as some in Green’s family believed? Why did
one of his fellow rangers, a man of German descent like Green
(born Johann Gruen), apparently assist in Menchaca’s escape?
What role, if any, did the choleric, sometimes bizarre naturalist
Gabriel Marnoch—himself an acknowledged killer—play in the
events that transpired on that distant summer morning?
San Antonio native and long-time Helotes resident Cynthia
Leal Massey encountered this mysterious case while doing research on a history of the town of Helotes, nestled in the hill
country just northwest of San Antonio. Her extensive research
led her through historical archives and court documents (in two
countries), old newspaper articles on microfilm and modern computer databases. She conducted numerous interviews with descendants of the Green and Menchaca familes, as well as with the
descendants of friends and coworkers of both the victim and his
killer. Writing in a style that is informative without being overly
academic, Massey constructs a vivid narrative that portrays life
in Texas of a bygone era, a time of violence, love, prejudice, discovery, and hope for the future.

Our House Was on Fire
by Laura Van Prooyen

A Crown for Gumecindo
by Laurie Ann Guerrero

Reviewed by Philip M. Arevalo

Reviewed by Jane Focht-Hansen

Laura Van Prooyen’s collection of poems in
Our House Was on Fire, challenges the reader
to recognize that as a warring world burns, so do
protected homes. All battles spill blood as much
as any “cat with a mouse/lodged firmly in the
mouth.” Van Prooyen documents this domestic
war and the inevitability of death “because she
wants to see how it looks.”
“Migration” sets the stage by calling upon the
muses: “Listen, then. Quiet as a dream. As the moment / she held her
breath to see the man who touched her.” Here in this dream (or perhaps
the past), the speaker is endowed with a heart that is “a ruby, a painted /
rose-breast, a crest, a blood-red crown.” The writer acknowledges, “to
put her plume in his hand was never to go back.” Any romantic ideas
about exploring the self through the other are exorcised. From this point
on only her blood can reach the deepest truths.
What the speaker means by “her own blood” is made clear in “This
Child.” In eighteen single-spaced, minimally syllabled lines, the child
shares a dream with her mother: “She had been / in the kitchen gathering / knives. She / was planning to cut / and eat me.” While this child’s
subconscious terrifies, the truth is that this mother and child share the
knowledge of “where the knives are.” The reader does not for one
minute believe a lethal tension exists between mother and daughter;
however, one senses that both would cut to get to the truth.
Youthful indiscretions and lovers momentarily distract a mother’s instinct to protect. “Happiness” is an ironic conversation, over cocktails
perhaps: “Once I wore / an impossible dress to a party and drank so
much / I woke with a mysterious bruise,” and another time “hopped on
the back of some guy’s bike never thinking / he could drive me to the
cornfield / and leave me there.” Van Prooyen’s lines flow with lyrical
intoxication at the happiness of independence. “One Particular Peach”
sensually plays with “the thought of juice that dripped / from my chin
into the mouthpiece / while I bit down to the pit. You moaned and / your
breathing got quick.” “Repair” binds lovers’ vows: “But you never look
better / than when you’re undoing someone’s mistake— / a hammer in
your hand, the next nail in your mouth.” Yet, these fun, romantic affairs
can’t compare to the truth imposed by nature’s indifference.
Van Prooyen is never more poignant and artful than when she
bares truths never sought, as in “On the Discovery Channel.”
Here the “daughter understands / her illness is forever” as they
“watch caribou migrating / over the arctic plain.” The daughter
then “cries / about the stupid, stupid mothers / as cows swim
across the river, / the current washing / the weakest calves away.”
The swiftness of these images is heart-wrenching, because they
are honest, vulnerable, simple, and courageous.
“In the Gallery” offers an artistic introspection in which “My
daughter sits by the life-sized nudes.” The mother interprets her
daughter’s justaposition to the art: “she doesn’t know / I brace for
loss, though / I suspect / she knows her body fails.” The mother later
reviews the daughter’s self-portrait, “a pack of bees in swarm about
/ a butterfly and its girl.” The gallery’s austere backdrop that draws
the viewer’s eye to focus on the nature of each artistic expression
also drives the mother’s emotional epiphany as she examines her
daughter’s own fragile composition. Ultimately, she discovers in her
daughter’s defiant drawing a reality in which nature’s creatures coexist in an ephemeral moment as infinite as any masterpiece.

The fifteen sonnets in Laurie Ann
Guerrero’s A Crown for Gumecindo
clearly are a labor of love, wrought
by grief, longing, and memory, a
testament to the healing power of
writing and of love.
Guerrero invigorates the form
by twenty-first century tongue: the
very language strikingly uninhibited by the demanding and disciplined practice of sonnetry. Last lines become first lines, circularly bridging one poem to the next, culminating in a crown of
love, remembrance, and reincarnation, a reinvention of a deep,
abiding love.
The book itself is a new take on the broadside, its traditional
yet expanded elegance a tribute to the written word and published
image in a world of cyber images and texts. A multi-sensory read,
a domain where word, image, and potent memory dwell, Guerrero’s powerful sonneta-word songs and Macero Montoya’s reflective paintings take readers on a heroic journey of love and
loss, which is nonetheless a celebration of a pragmatic, driven,
yet mythic soul whose identity, like the collection of sonnets, is
linked past to present through tradition, love, blood, and bone.
Dream-like dialogue between the speaker and Gumecindo provides a meditative aside, recalling the dread and anger of loss,
the tensile irony of strangely apropos coincidence, akin to the
surreal memory humans grapple with in our quest to preserve a
beloved’s life when wrenching details and our memories begin
to fade.
Voice deeply resonant of pain, pride, anger, love, and finally
a queasy acceptance, each line reminds us of the suffering we
endure as we struggle beyond transitions to remain humanly connected to our most intimate teachers, our elders.
In preserving and sharing Gumecindo Martínez Guerrero with
us, the poet calls upon readers to find themselves and their best
beloveds in a not simply functional but also beautifully universal
family tree, perfectly imperfect—grandfathers, granddaughters,
patriarchs, matriarchs, ancestors all, heroes whose lives of determination and resolute passion teach us, inspiring us to use our
talents and voices to achieve more than we know possible.
Read Guerrero’s words to know Gumecindo for yourself.
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Art Inspired by Dante’s Divine Comedy
In the 750 years since the birth of Dante Alighieri, his life and
works have inspired artists, musicians, authors, and even video
game designers. A small sample of the artistic representation
of Dante’s greatest work appears on this page. Although Dante
called his work simply Commedia, his younger contemporary
Giovanni Boccaccio added the adjective that is ubiquitous today:
Divina.

Auguste Rodin, The Gates of Hell

Sandro Boticelli, Punishment of the Panderers and Seducers
and the Flatterers
12
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Gustave Doré, Scenes from Inferno XVI, Purgatorio IV, and
Paradiso XXXI

Art in the City

www.wittemuseum.org
Jewels of the Court
March 7 – May 3, 2015
The 2015 Witte
Museum
Fiesta
exhibition, Jewels
of the Court: A
Journey Through
Fiesta’s Coronation, showcases
the two-year process for planning
and executing the
Order of the Alamo Coronation, Fiesta’s most glamorous event, and features
more glittering crowns, dresses, and trains than have ever been
displayed before. More than thirty coronation robes from the early 1900s to today provide historical perspective on Fiesta royalty
fashion. Visitors will learn about the many events leading up to
the coronation and culminating in the Battle of Flowers Parade,
the last official appearance of the royal court.

tiple awards, including a Certificate of Congressional Recognition from the U.S. House
of Representatives, as well as certificates of
recognition from both the State Senate of
Texas and the City of San Antonio. For more
info, please visit www.laurenbrowning.com.
Sandy Whitby studied fine art and graphic
design at the Ivy School of Professional Art
and Laroche College before working for several television stations, including WQED,
where she was an art assistant on Mister
Rogers’ Neighborhood. After moving to San Antonio, Sandy worked
at several advertising agencies before rekindling her love for fine art.
Her paintings bring the viewer into
a world of textural abstraction and
rich colors. For more information,
please visit www.sandywhitby.com.

Blue Star Contemporary Art Museum
bluestarart.org

Back from Berlin
March 5 – May 10, 2015

Musical Bridges around the World
www.musicalbridges.org

Musical Bridges around the World is a 17-year-old sustainable,
dynamic, non-profit organization that impacts the greater San Antonio community through art, music, and dance—uniting people,
one concert at a time. MBAW has recently transformed its office
space into an art gallery. With quarterly art openings, it has initiated an arts “hub” outside of Loop 410 along the IH-10 corridor.
The art gallery has become a cultural home for the neighborhood.
Unfolding Dimensions:
Artists Lauren Browning & Sandy Whitby
Lauren Browning has lived most of her life in the Texas Hill
Country. Before becoming a full-time artist in 2007, she earned a
Ph.D. in geologic sciences and worked on projects for NASA and
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Lauren studied sculpture and drawing at the Southwest School of Art, but most of
her artistic studies have been conducted at the private studios of
professional artists she admires. Her artwork has received mul-

Back From Berlin showcases the works of Ricky
Armendariz, Vincent Valdez, Cathy CunninghamLittle, and Karen Mahaffy, featuring works conceived
and originated at the Kuenstlerhaus Bethanien in Berlin and completed in San Antonio. In this inaugural
year of the Blue Star Contemporary Berlin Residency
Program, each of the participating artists lived and worked in
Berlin, Germany, from July 2013 thru June 2014.
This exhibition is guest curated by Dr. Angelika Jansen. A former gallery owner with international, national, and local curatorial experience, Jansen is an avid supporter of the San Antonio
art community and was integral to the establishing of the Blue
Star–Künstlerhaus partnership. Spending part of her time in San
Antonio and part in Berlin, Jansen also acts as a liaison for Blue
Star residents during their time in Berlin, visiting their studios
and acclimating them to the city.
Each of exhibiting artists’ works direct the viewer’s attention to
subjects, events, or themes that are often peripheral or forgotten,
in a way that is contemplative and poetic. In Valdez’s work there
is frequently a retelling of histories both personal and cultural.
Moments are frozen and slightly decontextualized, bringing a
simultaneous stillness to the viewer and subject. For more information visit www.bluestarart.org/exhibits/view/172.
Voices de la Luna, 15 April 2015
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Youth Poems
Petrichor

Emilia Jansse
I hate the way my mind looks
Like waves of lines of waves
Like a broken robot
Or tangled hair
The pain of having a bad dream
And not wanting to touch the floor thereafter
Because things feel too real
And the sharpness in your legs tingles more than it hurts
Because your love was absent
And now it’s back
And I’m not sure I feel accepting today
Sometimes I love swimming
Other days I’m terrified of water
Because I don’t know what I want
I want the smell of petrichor in my bedroom
And thunder underneath my bed
And rain coming down my walls
Like condensation covered windows
And my computer has short-circuited

Stormy Night

Leilani Loveless
Krueger Middle School
Boom!
I awoke.
Crash!
Screaming, I dashed to my parents’ room.
Flash!
Lightning sent shadows across the tan carpet.
Rumble!
I flew through my parents’ doorway.
I leaped onto the scratchy quilt that serves as my parents’ top
cover. The quilt has greens, blues, browns, and whites elegantly
patterned on it.
I had to push my way through the layers of covers until I reached
my parents’ pillows.
I glanced at the green and brown drapes
Just as lightning streaked across the sky,
And I dove underneath the covers.
Pitter-patter, pitter-patter, pitter-patter.
When the rain got lighter,
I peeked from the covers.
It seemed like a peaceful, quiet place,
Just like beds are supposed to be.

14
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I glanced at my gray cats,
Misty and Stormy,
As they came out of their hiding places.
I left my parents’ bedroom quietly,
Hoping that I could go to sleep,
After this frightening night.

Early Bird: 9 Haikus
Caulder Stratton
Krueger Middle School

I wake this morning
Now I have to brush my teeth
Then I rush downstairs
I eat breakfast now
I think I’ll have cereal
I love Special K
I must hurry now
The clock’s forever ticking
I need to finish
Now I am ready
I take off with my backpack
I must catch the bus
I sit with my friend
We’ll talk about anything
Great conversation
I sit with Jesse
We will talk about the news
Or video games
“Hey, have you seen __________?
… and then that guy exploded …
… ate a huge rainbow …”
“The walrus ate that Cheeto …
… smelled like root beer and pepper …
… only two dollars …”
What just happenened?
Oh, now I think that I know
Now we are at school.

Select Poems
Like First Buds in Spring
Ken Hada

On a path in piney woods
you stood beside your dad
facing the camera trying
to be all grown up in waders
too big for ten-year old
shoulders, a fly rod twice
as long
		
		
that look
on your face is not just
uncertainty of what may
or may not be caught in
a mountain stream.
I look into hunched
shoulders, puzzled eyes
and see love like first
buds in spring
		
		
and I know
flowers fade far too soon,
far too soon.

When It Happens
Charlene Plover

All that stuff we scoffed at about two hearts
beating as one, sun shining on a cloudy day …
a connection that goes beyond physical,
beyond spiritual … can actually be true.
We marvel at the hold memories have,
how well, how precisely they can be relived.
The ones who are drawn to someone
in their lifetime, once, maybe twice … so deeply
so viscerally, with immediacy stronger
than a magnetic pull … are the lucky ones.
I had it all … no false notes: I felt it,
breathed it … it stole my heart.
I looked into his eyes to see forever… .
To hold him was to know I was lucky,
the occasions special … filled with
color, texture … every moment precious.
Not blinded by love, just the opposite.
The feeling has never let me go,
even now while death echoes
still ripple for this unimaginable length
of time. My gaunt face still stretched
with pain, my eyes shaded with loss,
it feels like spider webs anchoring a ship.

The Man in the Moon Grieves for his Mother
Julie Chappell

“Mon in the mone stond and strit”
across the sky around his Mother Earth,
looking down in his slow progress,
grieving for her.
Mother, threadbare, is catching fire
while her resident, self-serving children,
who are not the Man in the Moon,
add fuel to the flames that burn her.
“It is much wonder that he ne doun slyt”
but holds firm above not daring to take his eyes from his Mother
though he can pull the tides back and forth,
in and out, the water too seems alight
and cannot quench her flames.
Those other children stripped her of her abundance
to feed their own insatiable desires.
Though she had given selflessly and plentifully
they consumed without a thought for her
and the Man “shoddereth and shereth” at the sight of their neglect.
As she burns, they poke and prod her
for nourishment she can no longer give
as they look to the Man in the Moon,
their long neglected, unacknowledged sibling,
wondering as he goes behind the clouds of smoke,
“Whider trowe this mon ha the wey take?”
The man, keening for his failing Mother, watches alone
as those other children tear each other to bits over her remains,
and, ungrateful to the last, pick her bones,
denying the true cause
of her wasting, of her dying.
Only the Man in the Moon grieves for his Mother.
The others writhing in the mire of their selfishness
cry out only for themselves
as Death refuses to hurry, to relieve their suffering
wrought by their disdain for the Mother of them all.
Inspired by the Middle English lyric “Mon in the mone,” a few lines of
which are quoted in this poem.

Lágrimas del Mundo
Fred Peña

Lágrimas del mundo
Sereno triste
Sereno nocturnal
Lamentaciones de corazones
De seres queridos
Que se han ido
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She Said It Might Improve Our Marriage
if I Vacuumed
Scott Yarbrough

I didn’t want to vacuum anyway; I hate
the noise and the horrid sucking power
our particular model has; it scares me, afraid my
soul may somehow end up in the dust chamber.
I started in the closet, which was defiant
because she told me to start in the living room.
Are there rules to vacuuming? First rattle
out-of-the-bag, I tried to nip by a pair
of red silk panties without moving them,
but they shimmied over, and quick as a sixteen
year old in heat, they jumped the brush and threw
the belt. I said, “Dammit,” like my mother
had taught me for domestic mishaps, and I
stomped it off and flipped it over, unscrewed
the head. I freed the panties and held them up.
I picture her hips pointing, filling out the space against
the silk, round and firm, and the V that disappears. I smiled.
I turned on the vacuum with renewed spirit and went
full speed over a bra. I repeated the “off,” the head,
release and held the bra and pictured her breasts filling
each cup. By the end of the day, I had vacuumed
a thong, a strapless bra, cropped a silk negligee
just above the thighs and even dropped
the cleavage line in a blouse. She said
it might improve our marriage if I vacuumed
as she slammed the door two hours ago. She
probably doesn’t know it, but she’s just
created some new domestic god who now
understands housewives and desire.
It’s all about the pleasure of vacuuming, let me tell you,
and you can blame her for letting the secret out.
From A Sort of Adam Infant Dropped: True Myths (Ink Brush Press,
2013)

Under the Harvest Moon
Miranda Koerner

Saturday night, the whole town was at the Harvest Moon Fest,
It was free, after all, and you couldn’t do better than that.
The City held it in the historic visitor’s center,
Really known as the Wal-Mart parking lot,
So you could stroll in and get some batteries, duct tape and a six-pack,
Before conquering the Moon Bounce and buying a hand-painted
gun rack.
Well, my editor sent me to take photos,
And it’s amazing what the camera sees,
Like Darth Vader flirting with Nefertiti.
The Fire Department’s ogling the Park and Rec girls again,
The librarians are pitching a fit,
They all bought new khaki pants, but only the creepy balloon
artist noticed.
16
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Turn the corner and there’s the newlyweds making out,
A Kleenex Box, pregnant witch and six-foot pizza slice with a
beer belly.
The psychic just told a little girl she was going to grow up and
have seven children,
While being an astronaut, curing cancer and winning Miss America Christian.
Meanwhile the belly dancers have pulled out a slithery friend,
But the Baptists refuse to wiggle along,
All except Leroy who had a few too many at the Random Beer
Garden Booth,
Looks like I just found my front-page shot.
Grandma Riley’s caused a ruckus in the face painting line,
Not even the Lutheran’s preacher’s mother can put Jesus on a
5-year-old’s cheek.
She’s hollering about blasphemy, the artists protest their creative
rights,
They called for Sherriff Bill, but he’s Methodist and in the henna
tattoo line.
The Celtic dancers are starting up.
Clogs don’t really work on grass, but they’re trying,
Which is more than you can say for the mentalist,
Pulling out magic post-it notes from his pockets that fool no one,
But hey, it’s all in fun.
Someone tugs on my dress,
And what do I see,
But three little princesses grinning up at me.
“Excuse me, ma’am, can you take our picture? We’d like to be
in the paper.”

On Holding My Grandson for the First Time
Edward Flynn

I held my grandson, first time, today,
Monumental, I must say—
Lives from generations past
Lay sleeping in my arms at last,
Sleeping the sleep of the innocent,
The world slips by, without event.
What babies dream, we can but suppose—
Fodder for peaceful, calm repose?
He yawns, and then he gives a sneeze!
I’m startled; his parents seem well pleased.
They nod, the sneeze is all to the good—
He’s sneezing to prove his personhood
Another hug, and then I go—
I trust there will be others, no?

What He Tells Me

Angela Consolo Mankiewicz
That seeing my hair sprawled across the pillow, first thing,
makes the day’s prospects good; often, still, exciting;
sometimes barely bearable, always OK;
That when I grudgingly open my eyes, he sees the sun shine,
not the everyday smear of grunting melancholy
across an otherwise motionless mouth.
Morning after morning, soon as I’m functioning, I ask how he
slept,
hoping to sound the right inflection for reasonable expectation;
his answer, most often, is a small smile and “as usual.”
His trials are not those of The Magic Flute, to prove worthiness,
to test resolve, but there is a backlash of fire and water,
there is the acknowledgment of silence,
and there is no magic flute.
We lie to each other about many things, but I believe
he sees the sun shine when I smile, despite
my desire for a fresher trope.
We lie to each other about many, many things;
we pretend everything is like it always was
and it is.

December 19, 2013
Ann Howells

Today, in bright sunlight, a woman
kisses a woman—right there
in Albuquerque in the plaza
at the center of town.
A woman kisses a woman,
holds her, sighing and content.
While traffic flows
like a crepe paper streamer
and windows reflect blue skies,
tourists and businessmen pass
two lovers enfolded in each other.
A woman kisses a woman
and is filled with joy
because today is Thursday—
an extraordinary Thursday.
Because they are in love,
they will marry.
A woman kisses a woman,
and joy overflows. Today
they have the right to marry,
they who have been together
twenty-seven years.

The Best of Schools: Having Went There
Donna Peacock

I know a woman who converses in clichés. “How are you?”
I say, and she says, “Well, sometimes my left hand doesn’t know what
my right hand is doing, but I try to nip things in the bud; that’s
my ace in the hole.”
And I humor her: “You’re a woman after my own heart. Don’t
you ever
give up the ship. You stay on top of things, you hear?” She says,
“Yes, I’ve already
got one paw on the chicken coop. You stay out of trouble, too. Let
sleeping dogs lay.”
And I am fine until she says that.
Who cares whether or not the dogs in question are asleep?
More importantly, are they hatching eggs? No! Sleeping dogs
(or not)
lie—and leave them be or as they were. These dogs lie. Yesterday
they lay. Tomorrow they will lie (down) again, and, for years,
they have lain, and we must respect that. You can lay the dog
down,
let him sleep, and then let him lie there, sleeping, or not. And then
I am filled to the gill with canines and conjugations, wielding an
ax to grind.
Wrong words and needless words. Omit. Cut to the quick and
Strunk (and/or White).
The question as to whether or not to lie or lay and how to explain it,
if I must. There is no doubt but that the reason why is that, owing
to the fact that, in spite of the fact that she is unaware of the fact that
dogs have lain for centuries, long after they lay, or, in the moment, lie.
Oh, she’ll row with the oars she has. Some pots you just don’t stir.
She can lie them down or let them lay or put a cork in them.

The Temple
Andy Gambell

You are my missing rib.
My cup was empty and knocked over.
You righted it and filled it up.
You inhabit the space between my fingers,
that space that is mine, but not my own.
Tonight I know I will climb the steps
and enter your soft temple.
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Drifting

After You Left

Jean Jackson
Drifting through my day
from one task to another
the ringing of the cell phone
jars me from complacency
sends me down that chute
of uncertainty and fear.
Not knowing again
what lies at the bottom
I listen for level tones
in your voice—no panic,
no desperation, no elation—
signs of some stability.
We’ve both been dashed
on the rocks before
have lost perspective—
thinking we’ve found an answer.
Any moment now
I could pop out of my skin
my oozing insides desiccating
in stark atmosphere
or I could soar
at the sound of your calmness
swim the river of rationality
throw away my Xanax.
You are the riptide in my life.
I am pulled by you
have learned to swim with you.
Since we can’t go back, we tread water.

Song: to Celia
Ben Jonson

Come, my Celia, let us prove,
While we can, the sports of love;
Time will not be ours forever;
He at length our good will sever.
Spend not then his gifts in vain.
Suns that set may rise again;
But if once we lose this light,
’Tis with us perpetual night.
Why should we defer our joys?
Fame and rumor are but toys.
Cannot we delude the eyes
Of a few poor household spies,
Or his easier ears beguile,
So removèd by our wile?
’Tis no sin love’s fruit to steal;
But the sweet thefts to reveal,
To be taken, to be seen,
These have crimes accounted been.
18
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Wallis Sanborn

Today,
After you left,
I missed you so much
That I poured your water into my glass,
And drank it,
Trying futilely
To touch you.

I Could Have Been A Scientist
Greg Stone

I could have been a scientist
if you had gone to another school.
The calculus of your curvature
is like a flesh manifesto that
the algebra teacher always seems
to be drawing on the board.
The square root of my hypotenuse
sits next to your two unequal sides,
and though we’ve yet to be squared,
I know what Einstein did when he
figured out the theory of relativity.
He ran home to his wife and told her,
“Space is curved, honey, just like you!”
e=mc2
at times like this, still
physics will tell you how to calculate
the size and shape of volumes in space
and the way of liquids mingling in a vacuum,
but algebra is for calculating curves.
(I can’t believe that Isaac Newton
invented calculus but ignored women.)
A piece of chalk broke off like a fingernail
leaving a screech ringing in my ear.
The xy axis completed, you are an equation;
a polynomial pregnant with meaning;
an irrational number with a definite ending;
the answer is given that is no solution.
I bet if Euclid had known you
his book would have been a whole lot more fun.

The Poets See

Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
The poets find new grass blades in a cracked sidewalk in midMarch, slush surrounding.
The poets find two garbage collectors waiting for two business
women and one business man to step past.
The poets’ eyes see.
The poets’ minds warp.

Next Year I’ll Bring a Man
Clyta Coder

Like a bubbling child on Christmas Eve,
in black satin capris, sequined holiday vest
I await that first handsome dance partner—
Will we move to a festive fox trot
or a winsome waltz?
The River City Dance Band plays “In the Mood,”
Well, I sure am: feet tapping, mind dancing,
I imagine the dance sequence.
He gently takes my right hand, I place my left on his arm,
we swing back, then forward, he twirls me around.
“You’re a good follower, you make it easy,” he says.
A refreshing drink before another
dashing partner leads me to the floor.
Oh, fun, a rollicking polka,
a la, The King and I—I’ve always
wanted to dance to that tune. Off we go
till I’m fizzy-dizzy with the joy of it.
My soda spills, spoils my neighbor’s plate.
Never mind, time to dance again.
Jingle bell rockin’ with my favorite Fred Astaire.
He makes me laugh.
I long to laugh, and laugh, before I cry…
before I wake as from a dream,
knowing I never danced at all.
I love to dance.
I know I can,
but next year
I think I’ll bring a man.

The Cheerful Tortoise
Harold Rodinsky

Did the turtles know they had numbers
painted on their backs, with various shades of fingernail polish,
when they were placed on the polished plywood track
that circled the bar, with lanes marked with green paint,
that the turtles ignored?
Every Thursday night, when the taps hardly moved,
in an effort to sell more beer, thus providing nutritional diversions,
to those desperately studying, those who hadn’t flunked out yet,
hanging on by a thread, in the spring
to their deferments

Almost three years later, in the winter, a guy came to have a beer
and watch the turtle races, just killing a few hours,
after a very long day trying to register for the spring quarter.
Yes, he had flunked out, he told the registrar, but three years had passed
and he would be a good student now. The registrar reluctantly
accepted his paperwork.
The bartender asked for his ID and the GI pulled out a worn military ID card,
all that he had, hadn’t been back long enough to get a driver’s
license.
He looked like the picture on his ID—regulation GI haircut—
gaunt tired looking.
The bartender looked him over pretty good and finally with a grin said
the turtle racing was shut down by the state and we don’t serve
your kind here.

Love Poems and Other Emetics
Michelle Hartman

At least once a year I struggle
to write a love poem for my husband.
They start off well with mentions
of loyalty, kindness until he sounds
more Boy Scout than lover.
One poem spoke of his ability to fix
anything, until editor informs me
in no uncertain terms, there are
no car parts in love poems.
The biggest problem was tendency
to meander into terms like boodgie woodgie
and cuddily umpkins. I gave up after many
sad attempts to celebrate my snuggly bear!
When themed issue called for love poem
I’d write about Tom Selleck or David Tennant.
TV stars provide a helpful distance and subtle
mystery that rules out cutesy names.
But there is this hand, between my face and pillow
cupping my cheek as I fall asleep in hospital.
It holds me up now that I have trouble walking
brings me a warm meal after working all day.
This hand fixes everything broken in the house
and in me. This hand held mine and promised
to love and honor while slipping a ring on my finger.
And this hand is waiting for me to finish this poem
so it can sneak its way around my shoulders and
help my boodgie woodgie steal a kiss.

It was that same spring when Lyndon went to war
after a stirring speech, evoking the Pedernales
at least three times, revoked the deferments
from those erstwhile students, who ceased studying on Thursday
nights
and became turtle racing aficionados
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Poemas Internacionales

International Poems

Red Wednesday in Playa del Rey

Red Wednesday in Playa del Rey

Majid Naficy

Majid Naficy

When Time comes upon us
We hide ourselves in the darkness of night,
But the white foam of the sea
Pours onto the shore.
We look at each other’s eyes in panic,
Hook our hands uselessly
In the back pockets of our pants
And pretend that nothing has happened.
When we ask each other’s birthdays
We barricade behind months of a year
And empty bottles of hair dye.
Then we share a bottle of wine
In a circle, hand to hand
And return to our bonfire.
The little girls of yesterday have not yet returned.
They have gone to town
In their father’s car
For a ride with neighbors’ sons.
The children of today jump over the fire
Oblivious to us
And eat from puffy bags of chips
Munch by munch.
The father skewers sausages onto sticks
And reminisces of his last Red Wednesday in Tehran.
Sea gulls lurk in the dark
And listen to the colorful siren of cops.
The children climb Time fearlessly.
They ride on his back,
Touch his white beard
And sometimes pluck a hair from it,
Rub their dirty fingers on his eyeglasses
And sneak sugar-cheeses
From the pockets of his robe.
Time stands still.
The children have robbed Him
But He laughs nonchalantly
And waits for a day
When He will come upon them.
“Red Wednesday” (charshanbeh suri) is the last Wednesday night of the
Iranian calendar; people celebrate by jumping over bonfires.

Tod zur Unzeit
Hejo Müller

Untimely Death

Hejo Müller / translated by James Brandenburg

Jeder von uns steckt
schon von Geburt an
in seiner Todeshaut

Already when born
we are thrust
into Death’s Skin

und läuft und tanzt und springt
und—krümmt sich
in Lust und Leid

we run and dance; we jump
and—in Death’s Skin
we writhe in pleasure

in seiner Todeshaut! Und doch
sagt so mancher noch: Ach—
zur Unzeit kommst du, lieber Tod!

and in suffering! Still many
are caught off guard: Oh, Dear Death
your arrival is unexpected!
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Editors’ Poems
“…another story about living and dying,
and that fragile, shivering place in between…”
Joan Strauch Seifert

What a great space He has left us to fill in…
Like twice the heartbeats you feel when your guy comes through
the door,
looks across the room —who will he go to?
Many smiles ago it was you, but now?
Two share his favor now – is it she or you?
And over he walks, grins, offers his hand to neither, but to Dorothy—
a new choice, a new beginning, a new ending? You shiver, fragile.
… a story about living and dying…
Like the jubilant gasp; as the last seconds drop off the clock,
the crowd goes wild. A perfect arc claims the net,
the raucous horn announces victory by two points. The ring!
There’s never been a season like this one,
If you live to be a hundred, none like it!
… a story about living and dying…
Like that favorite chocolate cake;
no one goes home hungry from her picnics.
And that night fireflies seem like millions over the meadow.
The elders tell of mayonnaise jars with holes in the lids,
how if you’re fast enough, gentle enough,
you catch your own light home,
then free them to find their bright life back again.
… a story about living and dying…
What a great space He has left us to fill in.
The title of this poem is taken from Rick Bragg’s book, All Over but the Shoutin’

I Don’t Think about You
James R. Adair

Just so you know,
I don’t think about you
EVERY minute of the day.
I do think about you as soon as I wake up,
and you’re often the last thought on my mind
as I drift off to sleep.
I think about you when I get to work in the morning,
and when it’s time for lunch
(whether or not we eat together that day)
and when it’s quitting time,
and at other random times throughout the day.
Obviously I think about you
when we’re together:
eating, talking, drinking,
shopping, kissing, staring into one another’s eyes.
And when we’re apart,
I often think about you
and wonder what you’re doing,
if you’re having fun,
whether you’re thinking about me
(and I know you often are!).

But no, I don’t think about you EVERY minute of the day,
just pretty much every waking moment,
so that leaves a few hours of sleep every night when
I don’t think about you—
unless I’m lucky enough
to meet you in my dreams.

Rivers

Gerard S. Robledo
Her hand now fits securely into mine,
like dried dates: beautiful & dark,
once succulent with life.
A map of rivers slowly moves outward
just under her skin, blue-green tunnels
navigate the rolling brown landscape—
the headwaters pump intermittently. There may still be
time to dam them before they flow out to the cold sea.

Serenade

Carol Coffee Reposa
For my grandparents
I never heard them talk of anything
Except the scarcity of decent help,
Low prices for their cotton, times to pick
Wild plums, perhaps the latest outrage in
The city. Never did they talk about
Transcendence, squabble over Emerson
Or even Shakespeare. I was young, and so
I never listened for their quiet songs,
Their whispers drifting through the transom with
Soft lamplight and a scent of talc, until I groped at
Their bedroom door with some now lost request.
I saw them lying face to face, their spent
Shapes tangled in the sheets. She was smiling,
Almost shy, her hair fanned out around
Her face, one speckled hand closed tight in his,
The scar from her new surgery still bright
Along her neck. His eyes were closed, his head
Thrown back, the grizzled curls still damp, his life
Beyond the reach of grinding steel, of sun
And rumbling cotton trucks, the only sound
The humming of the ceiling fan above
Their heads. I closed the door but still could hear
The lazy ballad of slow moving blades,
Revolving, singing, in the summer night.
From At the Border: Winter Lights (Pecan Grove Press, 1989)
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Select Poems
Sweeping

Loretta Walker
This is second generation dirt.
A quiet interloper who stole
through Mama’s windows,
smuggled in his family one grain at a time,
and camped on her curtains, baseboards,
and underneath the toupee of red carpet.
For hours, I sweep thirty years of rouge grains,
sift through kitchen and bathroom cabinets
and stashes of costume jewelry.
Fatigue slows my pace, opens my eyes.
I find a harem of butterflies as great as King Solomon’s.
Each room is a haven
for these metal, plastic, and glass beauties.
I am in the kitchen where a dynasty of monarchs
alit on yellow canisters, dishtowels, wall hangings.
I wrap them in newspaper with the dust
still covering them like soft skin.
My mother loves these nectar-feeding insects
as though she is one.
But age and illness have made her a chrysalis.
She pumps life through her wings with a new cane,
slowly shedding her wheelchair and walker.
When she lifts them to fly, I will have returned
this swept dirt back to the earth—praying
today is not the day diabetes will do the same to her.

Old Books
John Grey

I donate my old books
to a homeless shelter.
Will those without a roof of their own
really find comfort
in the Karamazov brothers
plotting to kill their father?
What about something light—
does anyone read Thorne Smith anymore?
Let’s just drop him through the slot and see.
Mysteries, I can see being helpful—
crime resolved, perfect ending.
Of course, in the shelter,
nothing resolved, nothing’s perfect,
and who knows how it will all end.
Well, at least they can imagine, can’t they?
And imagination is the business
that books are in.
I get rid of old books
to make way for new books.
The heads of strangers
are like shelves to fill.
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Influx

Octavio Quintanilla
Too much killing
south of the border, the heavy rains
make it easier for bodies to disappear.
And so,
the dead come from Argentina, El Salvador, and Mexico,
as if looking for a new start.
But we know better.
Some drift quietly to our porches or get stuck
between the branches of mesquites.
Others find their way into our cars, grin
behind the steering wheel
as if relieved to finally get home.
It’s a common sight and no one bothers them.
Their foreheads have a gunshot wound or a message.
Eventually, the water will return to where it came
and we’ll see the tops of hills.
We’ll see clouds, small birds, and maybe we’ll even see
a small plane lose itself
in the folds of the sky.
First published in J Journal: New Writings on Justice

A Man and His Dogs
Octavio Quintanilla

This morning
the man who died two years ago
was feeding his dogs.
He was patient and the smaller pup
came up and licked his hand.
I called out to him as you slept.
He came to my window, his dogs
followed him, wagging their tongues with joy,
rubbing their fur coats against his legs.
When you opened your eyes, I wanted
to tell you that getting lost is possibility.
Tell you, from now on if I say sadness
it means I am driving and I know
exactly where I am going.
I began to tell you, “Do you remember
the man who lived…” Then I stopped
when I saw you stretch your body with a yawn
as if announcing to the world
you had just been born.
First published in Naugatuck River Review

Western Mexico:
Birthplace of Magical Realism
Mo H Saidi & Brigitte B. Saidi

During a recent vacation in Mexico we had planned to visit
our German expatriate friend in Ajijic on Lake Chapala and tour
the historical and cultural highlights of Guadalajara. For reading during the flight, I took along the short novel Pedro Páramo by Juan Rulfo, who was
born in the village of Aculpo,
west of Sayula in the state of
Jalisco. Once we realized the
significance of Rulfo’s works
and his influence on famous
writers like Gabriel García
Márquez, we added a short
diversion to visit Rulfo’s birthplace, which is only a few hours
drive from Ajijic. Our hostess, an avid reader quite familiar with
Latin American literature, enthusiastically approved the plan. We
left the airport and drove 45 km on a busy freeway to get to Lake
Chapala. The tree-studded road along the shimmering lake was
welcoming after the pollution of the Guadalajara area. The day
was mostly sunny and mild. She drove the car up a narrow cobblestone road to her house, which overlooks the lake. That night
we attended a chamber music performance in the palatial home
of the Bragg family. The view of the lake from their portico was
striking. Our hosts then invited us to a tasting in the tequila bar,
which is stocked with over 600 varieties, including a barrel of
homemade spirits housed in a special niche facing the bar.
The next day we took a short trip to the berry farms around the
southern shores of Lake Chapala. A narrow two-lane road connects the small towns and villages around the lake. We stopped
in Petatan, a small village known for its reedy shallow waters and
flocks of American white pelicans, which fly 2000 miles south
from their native Canada to spend a season here. From afar, they
look like white swans, but when you get close you recognize
their long orange bills and pouches. Before leaving the village,
we bought samples of blackberries, raspberries, and strawberries
from a local farm. And the next day we drove west and south to
Sayula and the small village of Apulco, the birthplace of Rulfo.
Juan Pérez Rulfo was born on 16 May 1917, but his official
birth date was changed to 16 May 1918 when he applied to the
military academy directed by his uncle. He died 7 January 1986
in Mexico City.
Rulfo became famous as a writer even though he published no
more than 300 pages of writing altogether and his second novel
was published posthumously. His fiction reflects the life-changing events he experienced during his early years: the Mexican
Revolution, the Cristero War, and the Pastry War. He is considered one of the finest novelists and short-story creators in 20thcentury Latin America and credited with having an enormous impact on other Latin American authors, including Gabriel García
Márquez and Isabel Allende, who practiced what has come to be
known as “magical realism.” He was an avowed follower of the
American novelist William Faulkner.
As a child, Rulfo witnessed the violent Cristero rebellion in
western Mexico, which ruined his prosperous landowning family. They moved to Mexico City, where most of Rulfo’s schooling took place. He worked first for the government and then

for a rubber company. He co-founded the literary review Pan,
in which many of his short stories later compiled in the book
El llano en llamas first appeared. They depict the violence of
the Mexican rural environment
and the moral stagnation of its
people. In them Rulfo first used
narrative techniques that later
would be incorporated into his
novel, such as stream of consciousness, flashbacks, and shifting points of view.
Pedro Páramo, originally published in 1955, had sold over
1,143,000 copies by 1997. It is Rulfo’s second book, after the
short story collection El Llano en llamas, translated into English
as The Burning Plain and Other Stories. Páramo, a major influence on the development of magical realism, employs both first
and third person narration. Gabriel García Márquez said that he
had not felt that intense since reading Kafka’s The Metamorphosis, while Jorge Luis Borges called it one of the best novels in
literature.
The novel has been translated into English twice. The more
recent translation by Margaret Sayers Peden has received numerous film adaptations, among them a 1967 version by Spanish
film director Carlos Velo starring American actor John Gavin. An
upcoming version directed by Mateo Gil will star Gael García
Bernal.

Alejo Carpentier, Cuban Magical Realism Novelist
Magical realism is a chiefly
Latin-American narrative strategy
characterized by the matter-of-fact
inclusion of fantastic or mythical
elements into seemingly realistic
fiction. Although this strategy is
known in the literature of many
cultures, the term magical realism is a relatively recent designation, first applied in the 1940s by
Cuban novelist Alejo Carpentier,
who recognized this characteristic
in much Latin-American literature. Some scholars have posited
that magical realism is a natural outcome of postcolonial writing,
which must make sense of at least two separate realities—the
reality of the conquerors as well as that of the conquered. Prominent among Latin-American magical realists are the Colombian
Gabriel García Márquez, the Brazilian Jorge Amado, the Argentines Jorge Luis Borges and Julio Cortázar, and the Chilean Isabel Allende.
Although Alejo Carpentier was born in Lausanne to a French
father and a Russian mother, he claimed throughout his life that
he was Cuban-born, since he was taken to Havana as an infant.
In 1928 Carpentier fled Cuban dictator Machado’s repressive regime and settled in Paris, returning to Havana only in 1939. In
1945 he left Havana again, this time for Caracas, Venezuela. The
next year he published La Música en Cuba (The Music of Cuba),
based on extensive archival research. His extensive notes and
documentation served him well when he started to publish short
stories with historical background and instances of the fantastic.
To read the entire article, go to www.voicesdelaluna.com.
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Essay
A Story of Hope
Kevin Langehennig

It was a hot afternoon in the middle of June when I walked
into the Courtyard for the first time. The Courtyard is an outdoor emergency homeless shelter which provides to those in
need three meals, showers, and a mat to sleep on under the open
sky. As I come from the small German community of Fredericksburg, Texas, downtown San Antonio was culture shock for
me. I had one year of sobriety under my belt after being active
in alcoholism and addiction for twenty years, but when people
say everything eventually catches up to you, they are not lying.
My addiction to drugs and alcohol led me to multiple suicide attempts, time spent in jail, and homelessness, but it also brought
me where I am now: helping others who are going through crises
similar to my own.
A year prior to becoming homeless I decided to get sober after
a major suicide attempt. My probation had been revoked because
I was too addicted to drugs and alcohol to follow the guidelines.
I remember feeling like a total failure, an embarrassment to my
brother, and an uncle that my niece and nephew would be better
off not knowing. I was sitting next to a rundown travel trailer,
which was all I had to show for 20-plus years of working. I took
2700 milligrams of Zoloft, threw a rope into a tree, called 911
and told them to bring a hearse because I’d be dead by the time
they arrived, and hanged myself. The last thing I remember of
that night was stumbling off of the trailer hitch and grabbing
the rope. I woke up in the hospital on May 28, 2010, and have
been sober since. I did my jail time and got out unemployed and
without a place to call my own. So I ended up in San Antonio,
Texas—homeless, but homeless and sober.
I walked into the intake office at Haven for Hope and spoke
with a really caring person named Sara. I explained everything
I’d been through and how I had ended up in her office. She explained the Bexar County residency requirement for staying on
the Haven for Hope campus, which at that time was thirty days,
but told me that I could get my residency at the Courtyard, the
outdoor shelter. Knowing about my depression, she explained
that she was not a counselor but gave me her business card in
case I needed someone to talk with. Sleeping outdoors for thirty
days or not, I knew from her act of kindness that I was in the right
place. I was also told that volunteering and doing chores around
the courtyard would get me onto campus easier, so the first thing
I did was find someone to volunteer with. That is where I met the
second person at Haven who impacted my life, Fred. Fred was
the head custodian in the morning and my chore was cleaning
the mats that we slept on. Every day we cleaned between five
hundred and seven hundred mats. There were consistently three
of us showing up every day to clean the mats, and one Friday
Fred told us to meet him outside the courtyard at five o’clock and
he would treat us to McDonald’s for dinner. He took us, allowed
us to order whatever we wanted, and then told us that he himself
had been homeless for eighteen years. He instilled hope in us
because he said that if he could get through it, then we could get
through it as well, but we needed to keep our heads straight and
make the right choices. After we ate, he gave us each ten dollars
to continue enjoying our Friday night, and all of this came out
of Fred’s pocket. I don’t know what the other two did with their
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money, but I enjoyed some more McDonald’s. As I was nearing
completion of my thirty days, Fred went to the intake office and
advocated on our behalf to get moved over to the Haven campus.
Fred was an unofficial peer support years before I became one.
In July of 2011 I moved over to the Haven for Hope Transformational campus and there met the third person who impacted
my life. Her name is Laura, and she was my case manager. I told
Laura about my drug conviction felony, my jail time, my rehabs,
and my multiple suicide attempts. I said that I had failed so many
times that even sober I did not know if I would ever get it right.
The first thing she did was to get me linked with the fourth person
who impacted my life, Michelle. Michelle works for a partner
agency of Haven for Hope and is an amazing counselor. Laura
got me an appointment with the Christian Dental Clinic. They did
tremendous work on my teeth, so I am no longer afraid to smile.
Every time I left Laura’s office, I knew that one person believed
in me. Laura explained that I just needed a little time between my
felony and employment, so she linked me to the intake office for
an on-the-job training program. I was now working in the same
office in which Sara had been so kind to me, and I now met a fifth
person who impacted by life. Jason was a volunteer, but he too
used to live at Haven. He was also the first person whom I could
actually call a friend in San Antonio. His volunteering eventually
led to a paid position at the intake office, and he never quit inspiring me to get a job at Haven.
Laura also linked me with the educational department at Haven, and that led me to taking courses at San Antonio College
pursuing an Associate’s Degree in the licensed chemical dependency counseling program. I was having a hard time finding employment with a felony but was able to get a federal work-study
job in the financial aid call center and eventually moved to the
admissions and records office. I was patiently waiting for that job
to turn into fulltime employment when a job opened up at Haven
for Hope as a peer support specialist. The agency was hiring its
first two peer supports for campus duty. Jason called me, said he
wanted me to get this job, and asked me to bring him my résumé
ASAP. I brought him the résumé. He walked it over to HR himself, and the next thing I knew I was being interviewed and hired
as a peer support specialist at Haven for Hope. I gave Sara my
first Haven for Hope business card and told her that although I
had never called her, it was her act of kindness that helped me get
through the Courtyard and made me feel that I was at the right
place. I therefore wanted her to have my first business card.
I now work with people who are no different from me. Like
Laura, I believe in people, and eventually they start believing
in themselves. If I am dealing with a person who has some serious substance abuse history, I can relate to that person. I was the
alcoholic who got hit by a car because I was so intoxicated, but
instead of thinking I had a problem, I learned how to carry a case
of beer while on crutches. If I am dealing with a person who has
suicide ideations, I get it. Even though I am not going through
the same exact thing, I have been that person who sped his car
up to eighty miles an hour and jerked the wheel because he did
not want his baby niece to grow up seeing a cocaine-addicted
uncle. When I am talking to people who just got out of jail and
are homeless, I can relate to the shame of walking into court with
chains strapped around your ankles and wrists. The door closes
behind you, and you don’t know when you are going to walk out
a free man, and when you do walk out, where you are going to
stay. I get the fear of moving off campus into your own place.

You had everything stripped from you once before and had to
sleep on the streets. Are you going to be able to survive that again
if things fall apart in your apartment?
Thanks to Sara, Fred, Laura, Michelle, and Jason, I have
learned to listen to people, meet them where they are, and believe in them. I was once deemed that person who would never
change, and if I can change, anyone can. Laura never gave up on
me and led me in the right direction, and I aim to do the same
for every person I work with. My work doesn’t stop with people
experiencing homelessness. As a staff member who lived at Haven, I am really interested in how things can be changed to better
serve the residents. I am also a voice to educate staff members on
what life is like living as a homeless person.
Thanks to what I learned at Haven and never wanting to be
homeless again, I have been in my own apartment for a year and
a half now. No bills have been overdue; I am getting really close
to graduating, and I have been sober almost five years now. I
have the best relationship with my brother, sister-in-law, niece,
and nephew. I take after Fred. I always have McDonald’s gift
cards in my wallet, and when I see someone in need I will happily
hand them a card so that they can get something to eat.
In most people’s eyes, walking into that outdoor shelter would
be seen as one of the worst things that ever happened to them, but
I view it as one of the best things that ever happened to me. If I
had never walked in there, I would not have the love for humankind that I have now. I would not have the opportunity to be in
people’s lives and show them that change is possible, and I never
would have realized that I have the strength to make it through
everything I have made it through and not need drugs or alcohol
to get through it. Last but not least, I promise you one thing: I
will never ever take the dollar menu for granted again, because I
know what it is like not to have a dollar to my name. Ask yourself
if you believe that change is possible, and then picture a hopeless barefooted man hanging from a tree; that was me about five
years ago.

Poetry Therapy
Some authors use poetry to deal with such issues as heroin/alcohol addiction, death, abandonment, and sexual and emotional abuse. The following poems illustrate the use of writing to deal with these issues.
The pieces on this page and the next are all associated with Haven for Hope.

My Conscience
Vincent Costillo

I am peace of mind, a prisoner of time,
Define yourself alone, honestly
And you will hear me reply
I am the feelings that you get
When you step on the ledge
No volume to my voice
But, I’m as loud as it gets
I am the feeling in your stomach
Just before you get hit
Every time you block me out
The outcome is regret
I can take the pain away if you have faith
Since the beginning of time
I’ve been correcting mistakes
I’m in your dreams and in your hopes
I am the reason you wonder
I am the friend you can trust
I am your hunger
I am the person that you see
When you look in the mirror
I am the side you you kept locked deep in your spirit
If heaven is where you want to go
I am holding the keys
If hell is where you live
You just need to believe
I will never cause you pain
Lie to you
Or bring you grief
What kind of conscience
Would I be
If I let us get beat?

Haven for Hope
San Antonio, Texas
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Star Light, Star Bright

Slow Work

Rose Mari Wood

Melissa G. Rodriguez

Star light star bright
Thank God for eye sight
Twinkle twinkle little star
Thank God for all we are
Childhood activities that stood

As I walk through this
journey of a life that is
not my own, I have
Many thoughts of how I
am going to endure the pain.

Grow and play and learn in school
Play dough and crayons
coloring books and songs
Toys and kings and queens

Only to bring me back
to where I once started again.

But of all the glory were
My childhood dreams
Hide and go seek
Halloween trick or treat
Tag you’re it
A bag of tricks
Leap frog and duck duck goose
Run, jog and cut loose

So I choose to listen now
and know that He is the
source of my life.
Not in my time - but only
through this awakening do
I know that I am never alone.
In gratitude, my life
is for my creator.

Open Mind

Jerry Balderas
Trying new things feels like when you sleep at night. A dream
you just let go. Fly to the stars. You can make your way to Mars.
I know that it might seem eerie. But an open mind is what makes
stars. When I was a child I was a hero. I would save cats for
Miss Jones from the trees and from the streets. I was a kid with
many dreams. I would get the sheets and fly like Superman on
the swings. As I grew up I saw many things with an open mind. I
was an athlete, a gridiron big red machine. I would sack, tackle,
catch a football, run for a touchdown like many players from the
Hall of Fame.
With my mind I could change the world with my words. With a
smile I change a frown. Sometime I even look like a clown. With
my open mind, the world is mine.
Darkness is a sad place, a hole in my heart that I cannot escape.
The image of heaven’s gates began to look like hell was on my
wall.

Untitled

Brittany Aguirre
Anything is possible with belief
And strength from within.
Inspire others without judgment.
Forcing yourself is never the
Way to open your soul.
Letting it unfold and believing in yourself
Will open doors.
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The Streets Are Their Home
Kevin Langehennig

Their roof the open sky,
They wander around feeling all alone
And will until the day they die.
They are God’s children
That got hurt along the way.
Who are we to judge them
When we don’t live perfect every day?
They get beat and tortured for being homeless,
People look past them like they are not there,
They get looked down upon on a daily basis,
But help them and they are quick to share a prayer.
Take the time to hear the stories they tell
And you’ll learn they are human too.
They had a life before they fell—
Instead of judging be grateful it’s not you.
They sleep on the wet ground,
Try to block themselves from the cold wind,
Then their bodies are found
Without a next of kin.
They die all alone
Underneath the open sky,
So when we complain about things in our home
Think about that life.

Hello Soul

Peter Holland
Hello young soul.
Be careful friend!
You very nearly
tread on me!
What were you looking at,
eyes so far afield?
You see not what is about you!
Silly soul,
the end is out there;
you may trust the way.
The end will arrive
whether it is watched for, or not.
You are surrounded by much;
take the time to take it in.
Let it fill you, dear soul.

Untitled

Joyce Collins
I need a space where she has not invaded—
Where what is happening
Is not happening,
Has not happened,
Will not happen—
Is not even in the equation
A place where I live alone as one of three
And Fear and Sadness do not dance with me.

And When …
Tatjana

I am the source rippling through the dreams,
The empty subconscious mind,
A faint-heart yammering for a meeting.
Mmm, ha ha ah
The gale two steps forward, one step back.
The tempest.
I recognize fake compliments of necessity.
I change my clothes for another poem, waiting for the title forgotten.
Nobody alone, a moth.
With perfection I cloak the sentences inspired
The divine power.
I do not disturb the experience, it could snarl at me.
On time I face my view in the mirror.
For others I am far away.
Cheerful, cheerless, from narrow perspective – I keep quiet!
From the distance a message of imminence.
Slowly, like steel I am getting out in a triangle
In an unknown direction.
Thank you all permanent and impermanent.
Windfall of luck and abyss,
I’m having green tea.

The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock (excerpt)
T. S. Eliot

S’io credesse che mia risposta fosse
A persona che mai tornasse al mondo,
Questa fiamma staria senza piu scosse.
Ma percioche giammai di questo fondo
Non torno vivo alcun, s’i’odo il vero,
Senza tema d’infamia ti rispondo.
Let us go then, you and I,
When the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherized upon a table;
Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets,
The muttering retreats
Of restless nights in one-night cheap hotels
And sawdust restaurants with oyster-shells:
Streets that follow like a tedious argument
Of insidious intent
To lead you to an overwhelming question …
Oh, do not ask, “What is it?”
Let us go and make our visit.
In the room the women come and go
Talking of Michelangelo.
The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the window-panes,
The yellow smoke that rubs its muzzle on the window-panes,
Licked its tongue into the corners of the evening,
Lingered upon the pools that stand in drains,
Let fall upon its back the soot that falls from chimneys,
Slipped by the terrace, made a sudden leap,
And seeing that it was a soft October night,
Curled once about the house, and fell asleep.
This year marks the one hundredth anniversary of the publication of this
T. S. Eliot poem. Drawing on Dante (the opening stanza is a quote from
Inferno Canto 27), the Bible, Shakespeare, John Donne, and others,
Eliot created a modernist masterpiece that reflects the disillusionment
and frustration of the modern individual. In the opening lines, Guido da
Montefeltro, trapped in the eighth circle of hell, tells the pilgrim, “If I
believed that my reply were made to one who might return to the world,
this flame would stand still [i.e., I would keep my mouth shut], but since
no one has ever returned alive from this depth, if what I’ve heard is true,
I’ll answer you without fear of infamy.” Little did he know that people
would still be talking about his deeds more than seven centuries later!

Dante’s two tombs, in Florence (left) and Ravenna (right)
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Art Therapy
Meditation and Art at Haven for Hope
Maripat Munley, RN, Art Therapist

For nearly four years, groups of “members” who live at Haven
for Hope, the Bexar County center of care for those experiencing homelessness, have voluntarily participated in a quarterly
three- hour retreat titled Meditation and Art, facilitated by Maripat Munley and Gretchen Bealer with the able assistance of an
enthusiastic group of volunteers. Bealer led participants in a variety of meditations from several wisdom traditions, and Munley
provided art instruction. We always began centering ourselves by
creating mandalas, circular drawings using prisma pencils and
black conte paper. Following each of the meditations, assisted by
volunteer table facilitators, participants were invited to express
visually what the meditation experience was like for them using an ever-changing assortment of art materials. They were also
welcome to create meaningful images of their own choice. Discussion at the tables included instructions on understanding the
meaning of their art using symbols and colors from art therapy
literature and Jungian and other psychological approaches. Many
members continued to make art outside the retreat experiences,
and we hoped they would practice meditation too. Below are examples of the creative achievement of some of the members.
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Poetry & Dreams

Poetry, Dreams, and Interpretation
The Attack

Transcribed and Interpreted by James Brandenburg
San Antonio, Texas
Jan. 16, 2015
Dream: The dream takes place at a resort. It has the feel of a Mexican resort. People are on vacation. I am facing the ocean, and there
are buildings behind me. Some people are sitting in beach chairs.
My instinct tells me to turn around. There is a thin purple curtain
behind me, to my right. It is difficult to see through the curtain.
There are people all around me; many are tourists. Two Mexican
youth (in their twenties) approach us; one is brandishing an automatic rifle and the other is waving a machete. They yell at us in
Spanish to raise our hands and to stay put. One male tourist tries
to leave, and he is hacked to death with the machete. Blood spurts
everywhere. This is obviously serious business. Two tourists are
shot to death. I pull out my wallet (slowly) and put the wallet inside my underwear. I have a cell phone in my right pocket. I don’t
know what the emergency number is here. People are scared of dying. I inch my way to the right and am partly hidden by the purple
curtain, but I can still see through enough to take in what is going
on. I see silhouettes of bodies and hear yelling and gunshots. More
Mexican youth come up to reinforce the other two. There is carnage
here. About twenty of us are taken hostage and led up the hill to
the front of an apartment complex where we are lined up. Anyone
who moves is shot or hacked to death. I am thinking that if they ask
me for my wallet and cell phone, it is probably a good idea to give
them up. They take some wallets and cell phones from tourists in
line. The youth confiscate some tourists’ laptops and i-pads. For
the moment I am spared. I feel that my life is in danger. I close my
eyes and wait. I feel as though if I die, I have had a good life. I hear
sirens in the distance. I think the police are coming. End of dream.
Thoughts on the Dream: On two occasions in my personal life
I have been attacked. These attacks took place the day before I
had the dream and were possibly the trigger for this dream. I had
also been studying about Shamanism and the process of dismemberment in the Shaman’s journey. Perhaps this dream is about my
own dismemberment experience. In the beginning I am facing the
ocean, a symbol of the unconscious. I turn around, and there is a
thin purple curtain behind me. Why is that purple curtain there?
It is about 10 feet tall by 50 feet wide. There is definitely tension
between the conscious and the unconscious. Purple is the color of
royalty; the color purple is a mixture of blue and red, symbols for
spirit (blue) and instinct (red). I am closer to the collective unconscious side. Perhaps the youth represent the masculine in me—
dangerous youthful energy from the unconscious. The curtain is
a boundary between the unconscious and consciousness. What is
behind the curtain and in front of the curtain? Moving closer to the
apartments is a move toward consciousness. I drop the wallet (my
identity) and the I-phone (the organization for my sensation function) into my underwear—perhaps introversion, a retreat into myself; I am aware that I may have to give up my wallet (my identity)
and my I-phone (my sensation function) in order to survive. Giving up the wallet and the I-phone could be part of the dismemberment experience. I close my eyes at the end of the dream and prepare to die. I am okay with death if it happens. Perhaps death, too,
is a part of the dismemberment process. At the end the question is
how I can engage the unconscious. What is my standpoint with the

unconscious? One hypothesis is that closing my eyes is a part of
the dismemberment experience and that I am accepting death. The
question is whether by closing my eyes I fall into the unconscious
and never find my way out (the counter-hypothesis) or whether, if
this is part of the dismemberment process, I can bring this experience back into consciousness (the hypothesis). One can remain
stuck in the unconscious or one can engage in the dismemberment
process and transform oneself, reborn.

Mercurius

James Brandenburg
The world of Mercury
God of opposites
Pollution, excrement
Dissolves the solution
To black liquid
Rinses
Until the albedo appears
And at last a red glow
Converts passion
To gold
The Philosopher’s Stone
In me.

Hospicio Cabañas, Guadalajara
Masterpieces of José Clemente Orozco
Adapted from whc.unesco.org

The Hospicio Cabañas was built
at the beginning of the 19th century to provide care and shelter
for the disadvantaged—orphans,
old people, the handicapped and
chronic invalids. This remarkable complex, which incorporates
several unusual features designed
specifically to meet the needs of
its occupants, was unique for its time. It is also notable for the
harmonious relationship between the open and built spaces, the
simplicity of its design, and its size. In the early 20th century, the
chapel was decorated with a superb series of murals, now considered some of the masterpieces of Mexican art. They are the work
of José Clemente Orozco, one of the greatest Mexican muralists
of the period. The growth of the Mexican Muralist movement
was a demonstration of national cohesion and identity following the
1910-20 revolution. In the 1930s
the Government of Jalisco invited
José Clemente Orozco to execute a
number of works in public buildings
in Guadalajara, where he worked
between 1936 and 1939. His murals
in the chapel of the Hospicio Cabañas, representing the multi-ethnic character of Mexican society
and the allegory of the Man of Fire , are among his finest works.
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Love Poems through the Ages
Canzone (from La Vita Nuova)

Dante Alighieri / translated by Dante Gabriel Rossetti
Ladies that have intelligence in love,
Of mine own lady I would speak with you;
Not that I hope to count her praises through,
But telling what I may, to ease my mind.
And I declare that when I speak thereof,
Love sheds such perfect sweetness over me
That if my courage failed not, certainly
To him my listeners must be all resign’d.
Wherefore I will not speak in such large kind
That mine own speech should foil me, which were base;
But only will discourse of her high grace
In these poor words, the best that I can find,
With you alone, dear dames and damozels:
’Twere ill to speak thereof with any else.
An Angel, of his blessed knowledge, saith
To God: “Lord, in the world that Thou hast made,
A miracle in action is display’d,
By reason of a soul whose splendours fare
Even hither: and since Heaven requireth
Nought saving her, for her it prayeth Thee,
Thy Saints crying aloud continually.”
Yet Pity still defends our earthly share
In that sweet soul; God answering thus the prayer:
“My well-belovèd, suffer that in peace
Your hope remain, while so My pleasure is,
There where one dwells who dreads the loss of her:
And who in Hell unto the doomed shall say,
‘I have looked on that for which God’s chosen pray.’”
My lady is desired in the high Heaven:
Wherefore, it now behoveth me to tell,
Saying: Let any maid that would be well
Esteemed keep with her: for as she goes by,
Into foul hearts a deathly chill is driven
By Love, that makes ill thought to perish there:
While any who endures to gaze on her
Must either be ennobled, or else die.
When one deserving to be raised so high
Is found, ’tis then her power attains its proof,
Making his heart strong for his soul’s behoof
With the full strength of meek humility.
Also this virtue owns she, by God’s will:
Who speaks with her can never come to ill.
Love saith concerning her: “How chanceth it
That flesh, which is of dust, should be thus pure?”
Then, gazing always, he makes oath: “Forsure,
This is a creature of God till now unknown.”
She hath that paleness of the pearl that’s fit
In a fair woman, so much and not more;
She is as high as Nature’s skill can soar;
Beauty is tried by her comparison.
Whatever her sweet eyes are turned upon,
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Spirits of love do issue thence in flame,
Which through their eyes who then may look on them
Pierce to the heart’s deep chamber every one.
And in her smile Love’s image you may see;
Whence none can gaze upon her steadfastly.
Dear Song, I know thou wilt hold gentle speech
With many ladies, when I send thee forth:
Wherefore (being mindful that thou hadst thy birth
From Love, and art a modest, simple child),
Whomso thou meetest, say thou this to each:
“Give me good speed! To her I wend along
In whose much strength my weakness is made strong.”
And if, i’ the end, thou wouldst not be beguiled
Of all thy labour, seek not the defiled
And common sort; but rather choose to be
Where man and woman dwell in courtesy.
So to the road thou shalt be reconciled,
And find the lady, and with the lady, Love.
Commend thou me to each, as doth behove.

Sonnet LXI

Petrarch / translated by Major Macgregor
Weary I never was, nor can be e’er,
Lady, while life shall last, of loving you,
But brought, alas! myself in hate to view,
Perpetual tears have bred a blank despair:
I wish a tomb, whose marble fine and fair,
When this tired spirit and frail flesh are two,
May show your name, to which my death is due,
If e’en our names at last one stone may share;
Wherefore, if full of faith and love, a heart
Can, of worst torture short, suffice your hate,
Mercy at length may visit e’en my smart.
If otherwise your wrath itself would sate,
It is deceived: and none will credit show;
To Love and to myself my thanks for this I owe.

Sonnet CLXI

William Shakespeare
In faith I do not love thee with mine eyes,
For they in thee a thousand errors note;
But ‘tis my heart that loves what they despise,
Who, in despite of view, is pleased to dote.
Nor are mine ears with thy tongue’s tune delighted;
Nor tender feeling, to base touches prone,
Nor taste, nor smell, desire to be invited
To any sensual feast with thee alone:
But my five wits nor my five senses can
Dissuade one foolish heart from serving thee,
Who leaves unswayed the likeness of a man,
Thy proud heart’s slave and vassal wretch to be:
Only my plague thus far I count my gain,
That she that makes me sin awards me pain.

How Do I Love Thee? (Sonnet 43)
Elizabeth Barrett Browning

How do I love thee? Let me count the ways.
I love thee to the depth and breadth and height
My soul can reach, when feeling out of sight
For the ends of being and ideal grace.
I love thee to the level of every day’s
Most quiet need, by sun and candle-light.
I love thee freely, as men strive for right.
I love thee purely, as they turn from praise.
I love thee with the passion put to use
In my old griefs, and with my childhood’s faith.
I love thee with a love I seemed to lose
With my lost saints. I love thee with the breath,
Smiles, tears, of all my life; and, if God choose,
I shall but love thee better after death.

Marriage Morning
Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Light, so low upon earth,
You send a flash to the sun.
Here is the golden close of love,
All my wooing is done.
Oh, all the woods and the meadows,
Woods, where we hid from the wet,
Stiles where we stayed to be kind,
Meadows in which we met!
Light, so low in the vale
You flash and lighten afar,
For this is the golden morning of love,
And you are his morning star.
Flash, I am coming, I come,
By meadow and stile and wood,
Oh, lighten into my eyes and my heart,
Into my heart and my blood!
Heart, are you great enough
For a love that never tires?
O heart, are you great enough for love?
I have heard of thorns and briers.
Over the thorns and briers,
Over the meadows and stiles,
Over the world to the end of it
Flash of a million miles.

Remember

Christina Georgina Rossetti
Remember me when I am gone away,
Gone far away into the silent land;
When you can no more hold me by the hand,
Nor I half turn to go yet turning stay.
Remember me when no more day by day
You tell me of our future that you plann’d:
Only remember me; you understand
It will be late to counsel then or pray.

Yet if you should forget me for a while
And afterwards remember, do not grieve:
For if the darkness and corruption leave
A vestige of the thoughts that once I had,
Better by far you should forget and smile
Than that you should remember and be sad.

To His Coy Mistress
Andrew Marvell

Had we but world enough and time,
This coyness, lady, were no crime.
We would sit down, and think which way
To walk, and pass our long love’s day.
Thou by the Indian Ganges’ side
Shouldst rubies find; I by the tide
Of Humber would complain. I would
Love you ten years before the flood,
And you should, if you please, refuse
Till the conversion of the Jews.
My vegetable love should grow
Vaster than empires and more slow;
An hundred years should go to praise
Thine eyes, and on thy forehead gaze;
Two hundred to adore each breast,
But thirty thousand to the rest;
An age at least to every part,
And the last age should show your heart.
For, lady, you deserve this state,
Nor would I love at lower rate.
But at my back I always hear
Time’s wingèd chariot hurrying near;
And yonder all before us lie
Deserts of vast eternity.
Thy beauty shall no more be found;
Nor, in thy marble vault, shall sound
My echoing song; then worms shall try
That long-preserved virginity,
And your quaint honour turn to dust,
And into ashes all my lust;
The grave’s a fine and private place,
But none, I think, do there embrace.
Now therefore, while the youthful hue
Sits on thy skin like morning dew,
And while thy willing soul transpires
At every pore with instant fires,
Now let us sport us while we may,
And now, like amorous birds of prey,
Rather at once our time devour
Than languish in his slow-chapped power.
Let us roll all our strength and all
Our sweetness up into one ball,
And tear our pleasures with rough strife
Through the iron gates of life:
Thus, though we cannot make our sun
Stand still, yet we will make him run.
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Short Fiction
A Mad Kind of a Story for Girls, Boys,
and Intelligent Adults
Kevin Power

“Ah, go on; tell me a story!”
“No! You should be asleep by now; you’ve got school in the
morning.”
“I can’t sleep.”
“Try closing your eyes and then you’ll go to sleep.”
“Tell me a story and then I’ll go to sleep.”
“Oh, all right!”
“Great!”
“Once upon a…”
“Ah, I don’t like those stories! Tell me a real mad kind of a
story!”
“I can’t. I don’t know any mad stories.”
“Well. Make one up!”
“But I can’t make something up just like that…”
“You can try. And when the story’s finished I’ll go to sleep.”
“You promise to go to sleep if I make up a story for you?”
“I do. Now come on and get started!”
“I’ll be making it up as I go along; you know that, don’t you?”
“I don’t care! It’ll probably be more interesting that way.”
“Right then; here we go. A long time ago in a galaxy far away
there was a planet called Thera…”
“Thera?”
“Yes, Thera.”
“Why?”
“Why what?”
“Why Thera?”
Why not?”
“OK, go on.”
“Because of a great flood, most of Thera was under water…”
“What caused the flood?”
“I don’t know; remember I’m making the story up as I go along.”
“Oh yeah; I forgot. Go on.”
“So, as most of Thera was under water, life on the planet was
lived in or under water.”
“Wasn’t there anybody on the dry land?”
“No. And that’s why there was nobody to see something very
unusual happening one day.”
“What happened?”
“A Quadrupus came struggling out of the sea. It collapsed on
the dry land and spat out lots of water.”
“Wow! But what’s a Quadrupus?”
“A Quadrupus is half an octopus. It has four legs; an octopus
has eight.”
“So Quadru means four and octo means eight?”
“Yup.”
“But hang on a sec. An octopus doesn’t have legs; it has tentacles!”
“Ah, but this was on Thera where the octopus had tentacles and
the Quadrupus had legs!”
“Mad!”
“So, as we were saying, the Quadrupus came struggling out of
the sea. It collapsed on the dry land and spat out lots of water.
And then it did something that had never been done before… .”
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“What did it do?”
“Very slowly and shakily it stood up, spat out more water and
then put one leg in front of the other… .”
“Gee! Hey, wait a minute; you called the Quadrupus an it. I bet
it must have been a boy or a girl!”
“Well spotted! It was a girl and her name was Namow. And she
looked a little bit like a girl you might see here on Earth”
“How do you know that?”
“Because I’m the one making up the story!”
“Oh yeah; I forgot that. Go on.”
“Well, a short time later another Quadrupus came out of the sea
and exactly the same things happened.”
“Yeah, yeah, I get it; and this one was a boy, right?”
“Yes and his name was Nam. And he looked quite like a little
boy you might see here on earth. After a while there were quite a
lot of Namows and Nams on the dry land.
“Wasn’t it getting very crowded?”
“No, because the Snu in the sky… .”
“Snu?”
“Here on Earth we have the Sun; on Thera they have the Snu.
Same thing, different name.”
“OK.”
“Well, the Snu grew so hot that it caused a lot of the sea on
Thera to disappear and so there was more and more dry land for
the growing number of Namows and Nams.”
“So it was all good for the girls and boys?”
“Yes, but they never quite forgot about the sea and now and
again they would dive into it and swim just for fun. However,
they were always glad to come back out onto the dry land.”
“Why was that?”
“Well, there were problems in the sea.”
“What kind of problems?”
“Because the Snu was causing changes on Thera, the cold parts
of the sea were getting warmer and the warm parts were getting
colder. This caused a lot of confusion for all the different creatures living in it, especially the big Skrahs who were the biggest
problems.”
“Skrahs? What are they?”
“Skrahs are rather large fish. They have lots of sharp teeth, a
strong sense of smell, poor eyesight and very big appetites.”
“They sound like sharks.”
“Yes, but on Thera they were known as Skrahs. Now, because
of all the changes in the sea temperature the Skrahs were finding
it more and more difficult to find food. However, one of them ate
a Nam Quadrupus and found the taste delicious. The news spread
and soon Skrahs were doing their best to eat a Quadrupus a day.
However, there weren’t as many Nams and Namows in the sea as
they would have liked. Finally, the Skrahs held a meeting which
was very successful because it wasn’t interrupted by the usual
feeding frenzy where the bigger Skrahs ate the smaller ones. One
of the things they talked about at the meeting was how good the
Nams and Manows tasted, but they didn’t like all the fuss they
made when they were being eaten.”
“Hang on a minute; the Skrahs were eating the Nams and
Manows?”
“Yes. Skrahs will eat anything.”
“Oh, yuck!”
“Very yuck! Anyway, the Skrahs decided that one of them
should get in touch with the GIO who was responsible for the
smooth running of the planet… .”

“What’s a GIO?”
“The GIO is the Great Invisible One. Sometimes the sea creatures thought it was a Nam and other times a Manow.”
“Wow! A she that could be a he and a he who could be a she.
That is so cool!”
“Very cool. In those days on Thera all the creatures in and under the water could sense when the GIO was doing the rounds
from the warmth and sweetness of the ripples and they would
bubble their problems into the water and the GIO would do its
best to solve them… .”
“Gosh, wouldn’t it be great if we had a GIO to help us with our
problems!”
“Some people think we do, others think we don’t. But back to
the story. The Skrahs asked one of their number, called Ningnuc,
to find out two things from the GIO. First, they wanted to know
why things were going from bad to worse in the sea. Second,
they wanted Ningnuc to ask the GIO if there wasn’t some way of
keeping a Quadrupus quiet when it was being eaten. The Skrahs
thought Nams and Manows made too much of a fuss and kicked
and struggled far too much; after all they were only being eaten
and that was something that could happen to them only once, so
why all the shouting and excitement?”
“Gosh, the Skrahs were really nasty, weren’t they?”
“They were indeed. Anyhow, Ningnuc swam for a bit and then
he noticed the water changing and the ripples becoming sweeter,
so he knew the GIO was near. He swam into the middle of the
sweetest ripples and asked the two questions.”
“‘Firstly,’ said the GIO, ‘I have to tell you that the SIO has
discovered serious design faults in Thera… .’”
“Hang on a minute. What’s the SIO?”
“The SIO is the Supreme Invisible One who goes about building galaxies and then puts the GIOs in charge of them. The thing
is, the SIO builds these universes from scratch.”
“From scratch? What does that mean?”
“It means it’s like this story; just like I’m making this story
up as I go along, the SIO makes each universe up from the very
beginning and does their best as they go along…”
“They? The SIO is a They?”
“Well, like the GIO, sometimes the SIO can seem to be a Nam
and other times a Namow. That’s why it’s easier to call it a They.”
“Mad! Go on with the story.”
“As I was saying, the GIO told Ningnuc that because each universe is completely new, the SIO doesn’t always get things completely right. Thera had the most serious design faults. It seemed
that everything on the planet was eating everything else and the
SIO was planning to take drastic action.”
“Wow! I bet Ningnuc wasn’t very happy to hear that.”
“He was not. ‘So what exactly is the SIO’s big plan?’ he asked.
The answer made him even unhappier.”
“What was the answer?”
“The GIO told Ningnuc that the SIO wanted to destroy not only
Thera but the whole galaxy that Thera was part of… .”
“No wonder he was unhappy!”
“But the SIO can’t destroy anything they have built. They’re
very clever like that. Ningnuc couldn’t believe what he heard
next. ‘I’m afraid the plan is very simple,’ said the GIO. ‘The
SIO will let the Quadrupus Nams and Manows grow more and
more intelligent. In time they will think that they are in control
of Thera. They will have appetites even bigger than Skrahs’ and
they will begin to destroy the land and empty the sea of every-

thing in it, including you Skrahs. The SIO will also make the
Nams in one place want to fight their neighbours in another. The
SIO will let them invent wonderful ways of killing each other. In
the end, this madness will destroy all life on Thera and the SIO
will be able to start building a new, better universe from scratch.
And regarding your other question about the noise: I’m sorry to
have to tell you that Quadrupus Nams and Manows will always
make lots of noise and kick about when you’re eating them as
they don’t want to be eaten. In time they’ll start killing and eating Skrahs.’”
“Hey, this story is getting scary.”
“Don’t worry. It’s nearly finished. Ningnuc swam away from
the sweet ripples and back to the other Skrahs. ‘Well?’ said the
oldest one, ‘What did the GIO say?’”
“Now, Ningnuc was a clever Skrah. He knew that if he told
them the bad news they would be so upset that they would definitely kill and eat him. Ningnuc didn’t want to be killed and eaten. So he told them that there was just a small little problem with
the sea, but it would soon be all right again. And he told them
that if they pulled the Quadrupus Nams and Namows under water
as quickly as possible, that would stop their noise and kicking
almost immediately. The Skrahs were delighted with the news,
even though the oldest Skrah didn’t believe everything Ningnuc
had said. ‘It’s too good to be true,’ he thought, but he kept that
thought to himself. He didn’t want to upset the good mood of the
other Skrahs and finish up being eaten.
“That was all a long time ago. As far as we know, Thera is still
there along with all its Nams, Manows and Skrahs. Ningnuc is
the oldest shark now. He often wonders when the great destruction will start. He has often swum into the sweetest ripples, but
the GIO can’t tell him when it will happen or whether the SIO
might change his mind and not cause Thera to be destroyed at all.
The End. Now go to sleep like you promised.”
“I can’t. I’m scared and I’m wide awake!”
“Well, you wanted a mad kind of a story and that’s what you
got.”
“Tell me a proper story!”
“Oh, all right! Once upon a time there was a girl who had a
horrible stepmother and two nasty stepsisters and her father was
afraid of the three of them and stayed in bed all day playing computer games. She wanted to go to the Ball at the prince’s palace,
but she had no nice clothes or shoes. One day news came that
her grandmother was ill, so the girl had to go through the forest
to bring the old lady a basket of food. In the middle of the forest
there was a tower. In the tower there was a girl with long hair. At
the bottom of the tower there was a prince. Or maybe it wasn’t a
prince but a wolf waiting for a girl with her little lamb. Or maybe
the prince or the wolf was waiting for the girl with the horrible
stepmother and nasty stepsisters to come along with the basket of
food and then they would call to the girl in the tower to let down
her hair and then they would climb up the girl’s long hair and
they’d all have a picnic in the tower… .
“And, my dear child, as you’re not reacting to this strange
Once Upon a Time story, I know you’re asleep. Thank God. Now
at last I can get down to reading my book.”
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Indian Summer
Arlene Borden

I am sixteen. My whole life is about having fun. I travel with a
passel of gal pals. I call them my posse. We spend much of every
day together. Here in Sarasota Florida, the sun always shines;
the sky is always blue. We hang out at the pool. We shop. We
sit outside at tables of sidewalk cafes and comment on the passing parade. Or we glide through the crowded streets, afloat on
a cloud of laughter. After we go to our separate homes, we call
each other. It is as if all that talk, those explosions of hilarity,
the secrets tendered, the personalities explored, the futures nervously projected, could not keep us for the evening and through
the night. We must talk and laugh until it is finally time for sleep.
When the sunlight floods my bedroom, I want to leap out of
bed to greet the day. But I am afraid. My mother died after a
fall. I sit for a moment on the edge of my bed. I walk stiffly into
the bathroom. I am astonished by the image in the mirror. The
cross hatching of fine lines on my cheeks has deepened during
the night, especially on the side of my face where I usually lie.
My eyes are puffy with sleep and salt. My hands are dappled with
spots from the insistent Florida sun. I take skin from my face in
my fingertips and pull it this way and that, wondering if I should
seek “work.” It is too late. I am what I am. I am seventy.
Although lately I am giddy and self-indulgent, I wasn’t always
a teenager. As was the practice then, I married at twenty, as soon
as I could, eager to assume the trappings of adulthood. As time
passed I stopped being friend, too busy being wife, mom, employee, daughter. My mother lived to be nearly ninety-six. Somewhere during those terrible last years of her life, long after she
had lost the taste for living, I realized that I had stopped hoping
she would survive each new crisis and started fearing she would
outlive me. I wanted time to get back to the girl I had been in
those thrilling few years between bewildered childhood and responsible, crowded adulthood.
Then my mother was gone and that purpose was gone and I
was free to reclaim my careless self. But the years had taken
their toll. Finally I understood what the poet Yeats meant when
he wrote of Ireland that it was “no country for old men.” His recourse, he said, was to sail far from the “the young in one another’s arms.” He longed to be “out of nature,” to travel to ancient
Byzantium and enter the “artifice of eternity.” I too felt the pangs
of living past my usefulness among youngsters whose energy and
sexuality seemed a rebuke to me, but I had no such abstract ambition. Instead my itinerary took me a few miles from my home to
the Interstate, where I hopped on the great I-95 conveyor belt to
Florida.
A change came quickly, at the first rest stop in fact. Looking
into the mirror over the sink where I washed my hands, I saw
the woman next to me glance my way and smile. “Where you
heading?” she asked. “Where you from?” Then, “Where are your
kids? Will they visit?” These simple questions, the lingua franca
of that road, were asked and answered dozens of times as I made
my way south for more than 1000 miles. Sometimes they led to
more intimate conversations about achievement and loss. Sometimes they were merely a way of reaching out, one pilgrim to
another, in recognition of our common point on life’s continuum.
Warmed by the casual interest of others, I returned the favor.
Poolside, I did not lose myself in my own thoughts or reading
material, but greeted everyone who passed my chaise. Soon I had
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made the acquaintance of a number of women, each of whom
seemed, like me, to be searching for the nub of herself that had
gone missing years before. As strangers morphed into friends,
each day offered new adventure and I believed I had recovered
my youth.
Up north, where my kinfolk and friends of long standing reside, life goes on as it will. People struggle with disappointment
and illness and death. Here we have chosen to opt out of such
things. We spend a lot of time caring for our bodies. We walk
long distances each day, work out in the gym with trainers, apply
sunscreen assiduously and eat carefully, lightly, organically.
Yet mortality looms. Rumors of suffering reach us and are
conveyed between us solemnly and in near whispers. We do not
dwell on these things but we cannot help noticing that, although
in dress and demeanor we are as youthful and avid for experience
as we had been decades before, we are now especially alert to
time’s swift passage. “Seize the moment,” we warn each other.
“Make every day count,” we say, our urgency informed by our
sense that this Indian summer will fade, perhaps more quickly
than we might hope.
Packed with pleasure tinged with dismay, days pass. After another golden afternoon, we pile into the car and drive to the Key
to stand with the crowd and watch the sun go down. We’re late.
As we hurry towards the water’s edge the sand feels cold between our toes. We gaze westward across the wide Gulf. The sun
has already begun to set.

Mother Dearest
Olivia Bohne

I strolled down the aisles, my hands brushing over the dresses.
None were good; either too short, too sparkly, too old-fashioned,
or the wrong color. “Ugh, none of these are good!” I exclaimed
to my dad. He laughed at my frustration. “That’s because you’re
shopping for a prom dress at Goodwill.” I rolled my eyes at him.
“Yes, because we can’t afford a new one,” I reminded him as I
took a few possible candidates to the dressing room. “I told you
that we could afford one if I work extra hours.” he said, following me. “You already work too much, no way I’m gonna add on
more,” I said, entering one of the rooms and closing the curtain
behind me. “Now go wait on the bench outside,” I playfully ordered him. “Yes sir,” he replied. I laughed as I put on the first
dress. I looked in the mirror and cringed. It brought out my blue
eyes, but there were too many ruffles, waaaay too many. I tried on
the second and third, but none were right. I sighed dejectedly as I
changed back into my clothes. “C’mon dad, let’s go,” I told him.
He got up and held my hand as we walked to the car.
“I’m sorry you didn’t find a dress,” he apologized. I shrugged.
“S’okay, I’ll just tell my friends I’m not going,” I said as I pulled
out my phone. “You sure? We still have a few hours to look for a
dress before your prom tonight,” he said. I shook my head. “It’s
okay, it’s not like I had a date,” I said, as I composed a group text
message to my three closest friends. “Hey guys,” I typed, “I think
I don’t wanna go to prom anymore. I’m sorry, but you guys still
have fun ok?? I love y’all!” Right after I hit “send,” a flood of messages poured through my phone. Most of them were something
like, “I WILL GO TO YOUR HOUSE BREAK DOWN YOUR
DOOR KNOCK OUT YOUR DAD AND DRAG YOU TO
PROM BY YOUR HAIR,” quickly followed by “WHY AREN’T

YOU ANSWERING ME??” I ignored them and addressed my
dad. “Did mom ever go to prom?” I asked. He scrunched his
forehead as he thought. “Yes actually, but she didn’t really talk
about it.” He chuckled. “But I remember she did go on and on
about how she had the perfect dress,” he said with a faraway look
in his eyes. I smiled sadly. I didn’t know my mom for long; she
was only in the first five years of my life, before the cancer took
over her body. I don’t remember much, but I remember she was
brave, she fought long and hard, and I remember that whenever I
visited she was always so happy, despite what was happening to
her. I have no clue how her life was like when she was eighteen,
but I get the feeling that she was popular, and loved by everyone.
She had the best clothes but was still kind and easy to talk to. So
basically, she was everything I’m not. I can’t help but think, if
she was alive, would I be different? Would I be popular and confident and fearless to the world around me? Would I be smart and
outgoing instead of the shy, awkward girl I am now? And if so,
does that mean she would be disappointed with how I am now?
We parked in the driveway of our small house, and I quickly
hurried to get to my room. It consisted of a white desk, a dresser,
a closet, a bookshelf and a twin bed. It was exactly as it was when
my mom was alive; it was the same white desk where we did finger paintings, the same dresser that we picked out together from
eBay, the same closet my preschool dresses would hang in, the
same bookshelf that we would spend a solid ten minutes staring
at looking for a good bedtime story, and the same twin bed she
lay down on with me when we decided that we would just make
up our own. There were so many memories from here, from the
way she would stroke my hair as she said goodnight, to the day
when she wasn’t there to tuck me in and I fell asleep without her
loving kiss, wondering when she would come back, not knowing
that she never would.
Suddenly my dad came in, excitement written all over his face.
“I just remembered something!” he exclaimed. “Your mom told
me a long time ago that she put her prom dress in a chest up in
the attic, if you want to take a look at it,” he said. I almost fainted.
“Of course I want to look at it dad!!!” I squealed as hugged him.
“Thank god you remembered!” And with that, I ran to the attic.
It was big and mostly empty, so it was easy to spot a large brown
chest in the corner. I went to it and dropped on my knees in front
of it. I undid the latch and yanked it open. Inside was a white box,
and on top of the box was a single, folded piece of paper. Curious, I unfolded the paper and saw small but neat cursive handwriting. At the top it said “Lucinda Adams, May 1992.” It was
written by my mom! I continued to read.
“My name is Lucinda Adams and I just got back from my senior prom. Now, please know that I never write down my experiences or feelings or anything, but tonight was just so amazing
that I had to. I’m hoping that one day, when I’m old and gray, I
can find this paper and relive tonight. Maybe I could show it to
my daughter or grandchildren, if this little piece of paper lasts
all those years. Anyway, tonight was prom and I had found the
perfect dress. I didn’t want to go at first, but once I stepped foot
in the ballroom, I was so glad I did. It was fun seeing the looks on
people’s faces as they saw me. I was so dolled up; no one could
recognize me when I was apart from my jeans and sweaters that
I wear everyday at school. I think that was what motivated me
to actually socialize and have fun tonight. I’m such a quiet little
thing; I try to never draw attention to myself. I’m just so awkward, and I hate it! I try to be outgoing and whatnot, I really do,

but every time I try to make a new friend I always end up looking
down and stuttering and stuff. It’s so darn annoying. It’s not like
I don’t have friends, I do, just not a lot. But tonight, this prom
night, I felt so beautiful in my dress and hairstyle, why, I felt like
a princess! For the first time in my life, I felt confident, and I decided to use it. I must have made ten new friends tonight! I was
mingling and laughing, and I was actually talking! No stuttering
or nothing! It was so amazing to relax and not worry about saying
the wrong thing, because tonight I realized that most people don’t
care. They will forgive you if you forgive yourself. I feel like a
new person. I am filled with bravery I had never had before and I
hope never goes away.”
I can’t believe it! My mom, who I thought was the most confident person to walk this earth, actually started out like … me?
This was amazing! She wouldn’t be disappointed in me, she
would relate to me! I felt so relieved, knowing that I was not
alone. I grinned and read the last paragraph.
“And I do hope, dear piece of paper, that I can tell my daughter
about tonight and tell her about how I became a new person for
the better. I hope to help her in her prom dress, and to do her hair
and makeup, as she raves on about her nervousness. And I do
hope that on that day, I will be there for her.”
A tear escaped my eye as I read it. She wasn’t here, but I knew
that if she were, she would tell me about her prom night with
excitement in her eyes, the way she did when she told a new
bedtime story. Because of that, I knew what I wanted to do. I
took the dress out of the box and held it up against my body in a
full length mirror. It was absolutely breathtaking. It was strapless
with small rhinestones covering the chest area, and the bottom
was long and beautiful. It was blue, the color of mine and my
mom’s eyes. “For mom,” I said as I put on the dress.
Olivia Bohne, an 8th grade student at BASIS San Antonio, won first prize
in her age group for this entry in the San Antonio Book Festival Fiction
Contest.

The Patient

Coggin Galbreath
First things first: Sullivan’s Place for the Addled of Mind is not
an asylum. Asylum, like crazy, is what Dr. Keith calls a Damaging Word. We at SPAM try to avoid Damaging Words.
Perhaps this is why Detective Inspector Bradley’s question
about the fire at the asylum takes a moment to sink in.
“Mr. Seward,” he repeats. There is a bit of fried egg in his mustache. I stare at it, transfixed, as the questioning continues.
“You were an Orderly at Sullivan House?”
I nod. “SPAM’s idyllic retreat for the less dangerously insane.”
“You seem to have quite the record of surviving fires,” he says,
sifting through some papers. There is sympathy on the Detective
Inspector’s face, in his voice. It is true that flames seem to follow
me, but I do not want sympathy. I want him to comb the egg out
of his mustache and go away.
There are more questions. I think I answer them. The only
thing I really hear is spoken as he stands to leave:
“Seeing as you’re the House’s sole surviving employee, Sullivan has offered you a job at the city Hospital.”
No. I have seen Sullivan Hospital, where the more dangerously insane go. All straitjackets, wild-eyed men, muffled screams
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from padded rooms. Sullivan’s countryside House was my place
among the addled of mind. Now it and its less dangerously insane residents are gone. Funny how things can be not-gone in the
morning and ash by evening.
Not-gone was yesterday, before the fire. It was yesterday that
I woke early, stumbled down the stairs to the kitchen. John was
cooking breakfast.
“Parish’s finishing the book,” he said, tossing his head toward
the parlor.
Ms. Parish was the matron of Sullivan House and an obsessive
scrapbooker—her camera, practically an extension of her arm,
was lucky to get a few seconds rest between flashes. The only
person she could show her work to (besides me, John, and the
patients) was Dr. Keith, and she never failed to take advantage
of his monthly visits from the Hospital. Today being one, I felt a
pang of vicarious dread on the doctor’s behalf. Her scrapbooks
were dull to the point of indecency.
I grabbed a tray from the counter, correctly assuming that Ms.
Parish would not have time to deliver breakfasts, and, halfway to
the stairs, paused at the parlor door. Ms. Parish was within, her
hair in disarray, smeared with paste and stuck all over with spare
bits of snipped photographs.
“How about a few pictures of me and John this time?”
She hardly glanced up.
“I keep telling you, Arthur, I don’t deliberately exclude you
two. I just end up with more pictures of the patients than of my
Orderlies.”
It was her stock answer to the question we teased her with every month.
“You’d better hurry—Dr. Keith’ll be here in a few hours.”
“You’re no help,” she snapped. “Don’t talk about how soon
he’ll be here, get ready!”
“I’m taking Cynthia breakfast now.”
Ms. Parish looked up, fire in her eyes. “You’re taking that tray
to Cynthia? Look at it, Arthur!”
I did look, and was ashamed at what I saw. A poached egg sat
in the tray’s center, looking up at me reproachfully. Delivering
such a breakfast to Cynthia, the woman who thought she was
a poached egg and was understandably upset by cannibalism,
would have been disastrous. I didn’t deliver Cynthia’s breakfast
at all if I could help it, though this was less to do with the risk of
serving her one of her own kind than the fact that she thought I
was side of bacon and had tried to take bites out of me on more
than one occasion. Apparently it was acceptable for different
breakfast foods to consume one another. When I broached this
subject with Ms. Parish, she only said, “Why not? It’s only natural for an omelet to crave orange juice from time to time.” I muttered that it was easy for her to say—Ms. Parish was cereal, and
Cynthia did not like cereal.
Sometimes I questioned the judgment of whoever had deemed
Cynthia less dangerously insane. Perhaps he had been cereal too.
“Please, Arthur, take a seat.”
By late afternoon, Dr. Keith had survived his examination of
the patients and, more impressively, Ms. Parish’s latest scrapbook. Now it was time for staff examinations. He sat at the desk
that had held the scrapbooking supplies. It was now stacked with
familiar thick manila folders, one for each patient at the House.
“How have you been, Arthur?” asked Dr. Keith, adjusting his
spectacles.
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I told him I was well. Not everyone was lucky enough to live in
a large house with his best friend, an overbearing but well-meaning matron, and a variety of less dangerously insane companions. I had good food, good work, and the freedom to go where
I pleased—
“Except the attic.”
“The attic?”
“It’s where Ms. Parish keeps her personal things,” I explained.
Dr. Keith nodded his understanding and concluded the examination as he did every month:
“Stay sane, Arthur Seward.”
I smiled. “And you.”
Ms. Parish went next. I’m afraid it wasn’t long before I pressed
my ear to the parlor door; several times before I had overheard
my employer telling Dr. Keith about my patience with our less
dangerously insane, and compliments mean more when you
know the person would never say them to your face.
“Arthur,” she was saying, “... patient ... behaving wonderfully
...”
They were speaking quietly. Presently I made out Ms. Parish:
“Long enough?”
Then Dr. Keith:
“Maybe ten more minutes.”
My initial pride was displaced by unease. This was not like
Ms. Parish, this whatever-was-happening. It felt more like a conspiratorial meeting than a medical examination, and it smacked
of secrets. Ms. Parish did not keep secrets from me and John.
The idea was absurd. We ran the House together: the disciplined
matron, her ever patient Orderly, and the ever patient Orderly’s
best friend. This was a brotherhood, a Triumvirate of Sanity, and
there were no secrets within it.
Unless.
I went to the only place secrets might hide.
The drafty room atop the Forbidden Ladder was lit by a single
flickering bulb, and nearly empty. A rack of moth-eaten clothes in
one corner, a stack of faded portraits in another, a heavy wooden
chest against the back wall. I moved toward the chest, hardly
feeling the cold that clawed at chinks in the roof. Something
colder pounded behind my eyes and at my temples, driving me
on even as it warned me to turn back.
The chest—to my horror and my delight—was unlocked. I
lifted the lid, ready to know if there were secrets in the House.
At least, I thought I was ready. I was wrong.
A SPAM manila folder sat at the top. This was odd; we kept the
patient files in the cabinet downstairs. I dusted it off, held it to
the light. Like all our other files, there was a name printed at the
top: Arthur Seward.
I opened the folder. The topmost paper was a record of sorts,
identical to those of the patients. It listed my father, mother, and
older brother, told how they had perished in the first of the fires.
But where, I wondered, is Nancy? My younger sister had
burned as surely as they had.
The next section was the one that, in Cynthia’s file, read simply
“poached egg.”
Condition: Suffers from delusions. Violent if confronted with
them, but docile otherwise. Caretaker should let delusions play
out uninterrupted.
I tossed the file away. Delusions? How ridiculous. Dr. Keith
had confirmed my sanity not half an hour before.

I turned to go, but something else caught my eye. A stack of
dusty photographs lay under the place where the file had been, all
of me. So this was where they came, those photographs omitted
month after month from the scrapbooks: to the chest in the attic.
The top one I remembered. John and I had been eating breakfast, and Ms. Parish had swooped in to document our sleeptousled hair. In this picture, though, the chair next to mine was
empty. Odd—I did not remember his getting up.
The next picture was also familiar. John and I had set a picnic
on the lawn for the patients, then collapsed under the shade of a
large oak. But I was alone under the tree in this photo, my arm
slung affectionately around empty air. Just me.
The photos piled up, all the same.
Just me.
Just but—
John; me—/——picnic
{Nancy}#
Burn FLam*E fire
F!RE
But I am not in Ms. Parish’s attic. Ms. Parish’s attic—and Ms.
Parish—are gone now.
Detective Inspector Bradley goes to the door, and I cannot help
but imagine that the egg in his mustache might be a bit of Cynthia’s remains. As he leaves, I think I hear him say:
“Stay sane, Arthur Seward.”
I nod vaguely.
“And you.”
Coggin Galbreath, a 10th grade student, won first prize in his age group
for this entry in the San Antonio Book Festival Fiction Contest.

Regarding the Path with Creative Dance
Maria Winsborough
Luminous Counseling Center
www.luminouscounselingcenter.com

When I encountered creative dance, from the first session I felt
a liberation of energy and self-expression I had never experienced before with body movement. I embraced it fiercely, loved
it! At the time I was beginning my training as a psychotherapist
in Brazil and recognized the benefits of using creative dance in
my practice. When I came to the United States I undertook full
training in New York City at the Laban/Bartenieff Institute of
Movement Studies (LIMS). Students graduating from this institution own the title of certified movement analyst (CMA). This
program exposes students to kinesthetic anatomy, brings in contemporary teachers in the area of body/mind, stress reduction,
and authentic movement, and it teaches the profound and challenging Laban language itself, which deals with how to express
energy (efforts), how to place the body in space (space harmony),
and how to deal with the effects of emotions and life style shaping the body, among many other approaches.
Creative or improvisational dance is a kind of spontaneous movement in which the participant connects to his own feelings and manifests them through body movement, without the critical mind polishing the experience. In a creative dance session, I improvise my
sessions by fitting them to the need in front of me. Sometimes I start
with deep relaxation to calm the mind and give some space for the
body to speak. Other times I start giving the student/client a scaffold-

ing around which the mover can start her/his experience.
An important component of creative dance is talk therapy. I give
initial directions and feedback and ask if the mover wants to share
the experience. Some do, others don’t. I respect the fact that the
body experience is germinating inside and the healing is in process. The first indication of progress in creative dance comes when
the participants keep showing up. That means they are experiencing some reward and healing. Another sign is that they are exploring new ways, expressing movements they did not see before.
They are not copying other members’ moves, but letting their own
experiences, needs, spontaneity, and beauty surface. Each person
has a world, a psyche, a body of his or her own. I believe they enrich themselves when they touch that place, even temporarily. The
question is how long it usually takes for this type of complementary therapy to work. When we discover that painting is healing for
us, or writing poetry, or working on our dreams, or sawing, there
isn’t a specific time frame for “graduation.” From the first session,
the client can feel “there is something here for me … I want to
come back.” The healing started working.
In Brazil I trained a group of professional dancers exclusively in this
style. I am now training another professional group here in San Antonio. I have taught workshops here in town and currently have two
clients who chose this modality of movement and talk therapy. There
are graduate and undergraduate programs in Brazil and in the United
States. England was the first place I visited when deciding where to
apply for the program, but they focused a lot on choreography.
Maria Winsborough is the founder of Luminous Counseling Center.
Please visit www.voicesdelaluna.com and read the entire article.

A Poem

Lou Taylor
Out of deep silence
A poem will present itself
But only when all unnecessary
Syllables have left the room
When white space
Cries out for curves and flourishes
That play the delicate
Music of truth
Only then
Will nouns and verbs
Adjectives and adverbs
Dance the ballet of life and hope

Henri Matisse, Dance (1910)
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Persian Marchers: A Novel
Mo H Saidi

BOOK TWO: The Flood
Chapter Twenty-Six
The phone rang and awoke everybody
It was early in the morning when the phone
rang in Maryam’s house and awoke everybody. Maryam had not yet quite recovered
from Cyrus’ frightful experience at Evin
Prison, and now she was scared to pick up
the receiver. She murmured, “I hope it’s not
another horrid call.”
Habib picked up the phone and was relieved to hear Tooraj, who wanted to speak
with Cyrus. “Please hang on, I’ll get Cyrus
to pick up the phone.”
He went to the hall and called Cyrus. A few minutes later Cyrus
came downstairs.
“What are your plans for today?” Tooraj asked Cyrus.
“I am going to rebook my return flight.”
“It’s too early in the morning for that.”
“I’ll leave the house shortly before the Lufthansa office opens.”
“Could you stop by my house for breakfast first?”
Cyrus looked at his watch. He still had several hours. “I can,
but is it something urgent?”
“Yes, it is, but I’ll tell you the details when I see you.”
************
Fresh tea, warm bread with French sheep-cheese, and thin slices of cucumbers were waiting in Tooraj’s house when Cyrus arrived. The children had already gone to school, and his wife was
attending an obligatory Islamic workshop for teachers. Tooraj
and Cyrus were alone in the house.
Tooraj didn’t waste any time and quickly came to the reason
for his call. “Shortly after you left last night I received a message from Shirin. She is in dire straights. Revolutionary Guards
have attacked several Fadayan safe houses and captured many
of her comrades. The fate of any political prisoner is subject to
speculation, but I’m certain many Fadayan will be tortured to
death, unless they repent and beg forgiveness from the Ayatollah.
Meanwhile Shirin is in serious trouble, as her hideout may be
attacked any time.”
“How grave do you think her situation is?”
“To extract information, the mullahs’ agents are torturing the
prisoners to a point that leaves nobody, including Shirin, safe
now.”
Cyrus was astonished that these revolutionary fighters were
facing such challenges with apparent equanimity. He immediately offered to help.
Tooraj smiled. “I’m very pleased to hear you say this,” he said.
“The only way to save Shirin’s life is to somehow get her out of
the country.”
“How can I help?”
“Well, she needs a passport and an exit permit to get out.”
Cyrus suddenly remembered his deceased mother’s passport
and the exit permit. He smiled broadly and said, “Believe it or
not, Tooraj, I have a passport and an exit visa right here in my
briefcase. They are my mother’s papers. I forgot to return them
to Maryam.”
“Are you serious?”
“They are right here.”
He opened the briefcase and pulled out the documents. “We
can use them for Shirin,” Cyrus said. “I’m sure Mother would
approve of what we plan to do with them.”
Tooraj was moved to tears with joy. “You’re saving a life,
Cyrus. I knew you would do something to help. The revolution38
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ary inside you is still alive!”
“I may even have a ticket for Shirin. You see, I reserved a
round trip flight to Texas for my mother and they may still have
her seat.”
“This is a miracle!” Tooraj shouted, his customary exuberance
returning.
After their initial excitement, the two men sobered at the
thought of the dangers they faced if the Revolutionary Guards
were to uncover their scheme.
“How feasible is it to use my mother’s passport for Shirin? Can
these documents be used safely for a woman of Shirin’s age?
Remember, my mother was 74 years old when she passed away,
and the photos were taken only a few years earlier.”
Tooraj had already anticipated this and replied instantly, “Well,
Shirin probably has lost a lot of weight and could be made up to
look older. At last the Islamic dress code for women turns out
to be useful for something. She can dye her hair and with a veil
covering everything except a small part of her face, hardly anybody would notice the age difference. Yes, it can be done. Her
comrades may even be able to change the photograph and the
birth date in the documents.”
“How about my mother’s death certificate?” Cyrus asked.
“Hasn’t it been registered and delivered to the passport office?”
“It is very unlikely that the list of deceased people gets distributed that quickly. It usually takes at least several weeks for
documents to circulate to all relevant offices. Besides, the death
certificate is probably still at the medical examiner’s office. They
normally take weeks to sign and release them.”
Tooraj promised to discuss their plan with Shirin’s friend when
the man called again. “Meanwhile, please don’t cancel your
mother’s ticket when you go to the airline office. Our bureaucracy has many flaws. Tens of thousands of people have escaped
successfully from this country. The veil has become an effective disguise for women fugitives,” he continued. “They could
only know about the false identity if all documents had been filed
in time, but that is highly unlikely. In the worst-case scenario,
if Shirin is captured at the airport, she will be the one who is
stopped, not you.”
Cyrus wasn’t totally convinced by the last argument. “But if
they suspect any connection between us, won’t I get in serious
trouble as well?”
Tooraj emphasized, “Living in the U.S., you have forgotten
how common some names are in Iran. Remember, your own
problem was due to the same confusion. The bearded man in the
Ministry of Justice had two pages of people with your last name.
There are thousands of people with the same last name. I bet
there will be three or four Sohrabis on your flight. Just be sure to
get a seat far away from Shirin, and don’t converse with her till
you are in the air and well away from Iran.”
Tooraj continued to stress how feasible their extraordinary plan
was and how urgent it was to save Shirin’s life, which was in imminent danger. Cyrus finally agreed, because he figured if Shirin
were stopped at the airport, he would be out of Iranian air space
by the time she was questioned in Evin Prison. He handed his
mother’ passport and exit permit to Tooraj.
“Now relax.” Tooraj smiled encouragingly. “This will work
just fine, I assure you. This kind of thing has been done many
times before.”
Cyrus left for the airline, and Tooraj hurried to work.
************
The call from Shirin’s friend came shortly after Torraj arrived
at his office. After a greeting, Tooraj said, “How is your sick child
doing? Better? Well, bring him here for a follow-up visit today.”
The caller was puzzled but sensed there must be a good reason
for Tooraj’s instruction, so he agreed. “I’ll bring him by later this
afternoon.”
Dressed in the abba of a Mullah, Shirin’s friend arrived with a
young boy in tow. Tooraj drew them into his office and shut the
door.

“How is Shirin?” Tooraj asked as soon as they had sat down.
“She is happy that Cyrus’s situation is resolved,” Shirin’s friend
said. “Unfortunately two more safe houses were raided last night,
and Shirin is in even greater danger now.”
When Tooraj told him about the documents with the name of
Cyrus’ deceased mother, the man was thrilled. “How fortunate!
That is great news for Shirin! She will be delighted to hear of
this. This is unbelievably good luck.”
Tooraj repeated, “I have them right here.” He pointed to the
forms on his desk.
“This is truly auspicious, my friend!” The comrade picked up
the documents and immediately turned to the photo page. “Yes,
we can work with this!” Then he added, “Let me suggest that
Cyrus go right ahead and arrange for his seat on the next flight to
the U.S. Meanwhile I’ll take these documents, and we will check
the photo and the dates in the passport. I think we can use them
just fine.”
************
The Lufthansa ticket agent did not have a seat for Cyrus, but
after hearing of Cyrus’s debacle with the mix-up of names and
the trip to Evin Prison, he called his supervisor. They agreed this
was a special situation and they would do their best to find Cyrus
a place on an upcoming flight. However, economy class seats on
all flights were sold out for the next month. At that time, there
were only a few foreign airlines with flights into Tehran, and they
were usually booked a long time ahead.
“Sorry, sir, all seats are sold, and there are already ten people
on the waiting list for last-minute cancellations in coach,” the
supervisor said. He continued, “We had one cancellation, but unfortunately that was sold a few minutes ago.” He clicked a few
more keys and stared at the monitor. “Wait, I see we now have
one seat in first class. If you upgrade your ticket immediately, I
can assign your seat right away. Are you interested?”
Cyrus was so eager to get out of Iran and return to his family
in Texas that he would have paid anything to get a seat on the
next flight.
Eagerly he answered, “Yes, sure, I’ll take it.”
While the supervisor entered the data, he chattily confided, “I
was in the airport when the Revolutionary Guards pulled you out.
I am so sorry for all your troubles, but I’m sure everything will go
smoothly for you from now on.” He added, “This type of incident
happens quite often here. All of us airline staff have become accustomed to it.”
Cyrus offered his passport together with a copy of the letter
from the Revolutionary Court.
The supervisor reviewed the documents and said, “The airport
police will return these papers to you three hours before your
flight. Please get there in plenty of time.” He reminded Cyrus
about his seat number and emphasized, “It isn’t easy to arrange
a seat. One usually has to reserve a seat months in advance, but I
am happy to see everything is falling in place for you. After the
excitement of last week you deserve a break.”
Cyrus looked up, and it seemed there was a strange smile on
the supervisor’s face. He wondered if the man could possibly
know about Shirin’s planned departure. But no, his mind must be
playing tricks with him. He patiently waited for the ticket.
When Cyrus was about to leave, the supervisor looked down
the list of passengers and joked, “There are too many people and
too few names in this country. We have two other passengers
with your last name. You may want to check in early so there
won’t be any mix-up at the airport.”
Cyrus did not trust himself to respond casually to this comment, so he smiled mutely in response and left the airline office
without delay.
************
The Persian ritual of departure from Iran began once more for
Cyrus. Tooraj and Jamshid took Cyrus to the airport, again allowing time for the long arduous checkout procedure. At eleven

at night they finally entered the airport police office. An officer
opened a file drawer and paged through the passengers’ passports. There were three passports with the same last name. He
pulled them out and found the one that belonged to Cyrus. The
officer handed Cyrus his passport and wished him a safe trip. Just
as he had done a week before, Cyrus said farewell to Jamshid and
Tooraj and pulled his suitcases toward the customs department.
This time he kept some Persian money in case he needed another
taxi.
A woman with two children was already waiting when Cyrus
joined the line. Soon the crowd behind him started to grow, accumulating a mixture of businessmen and families, and women swathed in black veils. When Cyrus pulled his suitcases to
the counter, he noted the customs officer was in Revolutionary
Guard uniform but unarmed. It was the first unarmed Revolutionary Guard Cyrus had seen during his trip. The officer asked if he
were taking gold or jewelry out of Iran.
“Yes, here they are.” He exhibited several gifts of jewelry from
Maryam for his family.
After a thorough inspection, the guard decided, “Because they
are souvenirs and not very expensive, you may take them with
you, but keep them separate, and be sure to have an officer at
the next inspection station verify that it is okay to export them.”
Without even a cursory look inside the suitcases, the officer
asked him to move on.
The officer at the next post reviewed the receipts for the jewelry and said, “Who are these pieces for?”
Cyrus wanted to say it wasn’t any of his damned business, but
he hid his frustration and responded in a calm voice, “They are
for my wife and my daughter.”
The official sensed Cyrus’ annoyance, rubbed his short beard
thoughtfully and finally decided reluctantly, “Go ahead! You can
take them with you.”
He stamped the receipts and waved him on. Cyrus then moved
to the area where the airline check-in counters were located. He
handed over his ticket at the Lufthansa window and received his
boarding pass. An airline employee took his suitcases and told
him to proceed to the security inspection. He followed two women in black veils up an escalator toward the security inspection
station, which was divided into two sections, one for men and the
other for women passengers.
The two women ahead of him entered the curtained-off female
inspection area. Meanwhile a bearded Revolutionary Guard took
his time patting down Cyrus’ pockets and clothing. He seemed
uninterested in personal belongings and was searching only for
guns and knives. Cyrus assumed the American passport in his
pocket was small enough to feel like a notebook. The guard had
completed the task and told him to proceed to the gate and wait
there for the call to board the plane.
The two women passengers had also passed through inspection. As soon as he took a seat, one of the women strolled past
him. He glanced up and their eyes made contact. Although she
was wearing thick prescription glasses, he was delighted to recognize Shirin and had to control a sudden intake of breath. With
her washed-up appearance, dark veil and glasses, emaciated face,
pale and sallow complexion, she looked much older than her real
age. She sat down several rows away and started reading a book.
Some moments later, the agent at the gate announced that
boarding was about to start. Armed Revolutionary Guards paced
around the gate area and chatted with each other while they cast
casual glances over the passengers. The airline agent called the
first class passengers to enter the gate. Cyrus got up and followed
a group of French and German businessmen through the boarding door and down the staircase onto the tarmac where a bus was
waiting. The bus drove them to the plane, which was parked in
the middle of the tarmac several hundred yards away. They ascended the staircase to the airplane, entered the first class section,
and settled in.
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Cyrus was happy no one had stopped him so far, but he still
worried about Shirin’s situation. He decided to take a medical
journal from his brief case in order to keep his mind off the anxiety about the risks they were taking. He flipped through the pages
and tried to focus on an article. But the memories of last week’s
events and the call from the Revolutionary Guards only minutes
before departure kept intruding into his mind and reviving his
concerns. Perhaps a book would be better. He pulled out a paperback and searched for the bookmark in the middle of the book.
By paging through the book, he succeeded only in keeping his
apprehension under wraps. He stared blindly at the pages, unable
to follow the story.
The next group of passengers, including more women in black
veils and noisy children, walked through the aisle toward their
seats. In the middle of the slow-moving queue, he recognized
Shirin, whose face was now fully exposed with locks of her black
hair freely garnishing her pale cheeks. He breathed a sigh of relief as Shirin continued slowly toward her seat.
It took more than half an hour for all the passengers to settle in.
Flight attendants were checking seat numbers and proper storage
of hand luggage, and they helped some passengers locate their
assigned seats. At first there was an air of confusion, but gradually the chatter of children and adults subsided, and the airplane,
which was full to capacity, became quiet. There was an air of
uncertainty flowing around. Flight attendants were walking up
and down the aisles making sure that everything was settled well.
Cyrus kept staring at the words and counting the lines on the
page, fervently hoping for an uneventful takeoff.
A commotion at the entry to the plane broke the calm. Three
armed Revolutionary Guards strode in. One entered the cockpit,
one got the list of passengers from an attendant and began to peruse it, and the third guard walked through the aisle and stared at
every first-class passenger, one after another. Cyrus could barely
breathe. His heart was pounding, but he kept his eyes on the page
of the paperback and concentrated on counting the words.
The guard with the list of passengers joined the inspection and
stopped next to Cyrus’s seat. He looked at Cyrus and asked, “Are
you Cyrus Sohrabi?”
Cyrus now was convinced they had run into a serious problem
and answered nervously, “Yes, sir, that’s my name!”
The guard looked at the passenger list and murmured, “Do you
know a woman passenger named Sohrabi?”
Cyrus swallowed anxiously and was not sure how to respond.
Then he remembered hearing at the Lufthansa office that there
were several people named Sohrabi on this flight, so he punted.
“Excuse me! What is her first name?”
The guard replied menacingly, “Her first name is Mehry. Do
you know her?”
Cyrus realized the guard was talking about another woman
with the last name of Sohrabi, not about Shirin. Relief flooded
his body. “No, I don’t know her,” Cyrus said.
The guard looked puzzled but proceeded down the aisle. Cyrus
overheard him muttering: There is another Sohrabi here, an old
lady who is ill with jaundice. I only hope she makes it to Frankfurt.
The guard joined the other one who was in economy class. Together the two guards strolled with a slow, deliberate gait through
the aisle scanning the faces of all economy-class passengers.
Cyrus again began to worry. Something could go wrong at any
moment. He was deathly afraid that Shirin’s escape had encountered some obstacle.
The guards completed another slow pass through the cabin before they turned back, passed again through first class, and entered the crew area. They reviewed the passenger manifest with
the senior cabin attendant, and after some murmured exchanges,
folded up their papers and left the plane.
*************
Cyrus’ heartbeat slowed down. He was still mentally crossing
his fingers for Shirin. It seemed an eternity till a flight attendant
pulled the airplane door shut and secured the lock. Cyrus looked
out the window and observed the staircase rolling away from the
airplane. A moment later the jets began to roar and vibrations
40
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rattled the plane. There was a subtle change in the atmosphere
inside the cabin. An expression of anticipation seemed to spread
over the faces of passengers and crew. A pleasant feeling filled
Cyrus’ chest, a wide smile covered his face. The flight attendants,
who had kept a sober demeanor during the inspection, displayed
relieved smiles. Everybody in the plane resumed talking. A flight
attendant turned on the speakers, and excitement filled the plane.
In a minute the announcement sounded through the cabin.
“Welcome aboard, ladies and gentlemen,” the attendant said.
“Please take a minute to familiarize yourself with the plane and
listen as we acquaint you with its safety features.”
There were deep sighs of relief in every section of the plane,
and there was a bustle of activity. Women were getting up from
their seats to take off their dark veils and stow them in hand bags.
One after another they removed their scarves and spread their
hidden hair over their shoulders. Flight attendants were offering
nonalcoholic drinks and snacks in first class. After completing
the safety instructions, the cabin attendants reminded everyone to
sit down and fasten their seatbelts. The airplane roared into motion, and the plane began to taxi towards the runway. It turned at
slow speed and approached the position for takeoff. A few minutes later, the plane moved forward and rapidly accelerated. Now
it was taking off, leaving the runway and climbing into the deep
dark sky over western Tehran.
************
There in Tehran Airport, it was about three o’clock in the morning when the Revolutionary Guards returned to their office to
complete the report on the Lufthansa flight to Frankfurt. They
spent a long time sorting through the customs papers for every
passenger and annotating the passenger list. They left the completed report on the desk of the chief of the airport Revolutionary
Guard, who usually started work around six o’clock in the morning. Then the guards embarked on their routine patrol.
The chief arrived at his office on time, and as usual, he had
brought along the morning paper, Kayhan, and dropped it on his
desk. A guard served him a cup of freshly brewed tea with two
sugar cubes on the side. The chief paged through the flight reports, and when he looked at the list of passengers on the Lufthansa flight, Cyrus Sohrabi’s name caught his attention. He had
seen that name recently but couldn’t remember where. Deep in
thought he pulled on his beard. Eventually he remembered that
he had issued an order to stop Cyrus from boarding his flight less
than a week ago. He scratched his head and was surprised how
quickly that passenger must have resolved the problem with the
Revolutionary Court.
The newspaper was lying face up on his desk. At the bottom of
the first page he saw several memorial service announcements.
His eyes stopped at Dr. Cyrus Sohrabi’s name in one of the announcements. It was a note to Cyrus from some medical colleagues expressing their condolences.
“What do you know about this passenger, Dr. Sohrabi?” he
asked the Revolutionary Guard who had been on duty during the
night.
“He seemed an ordinary person. A medical doctor residing in
Texas who visited his sick mother here in Tehran.”
The chief faintly recalled an announcement in Kayhan about
Cyrus’s mother. He turned to the memorial service announcements and again saw the name “Cyrus Sohrabi.” He read the
small print and found an announcement that a seventh-day
memorial service for the recently deceased Mrs. Fatie Sohrabi
would be held at Gharb Mosque from three to five o’clock in the
afternoon the next day.
He returned to his perusal of the passenger list and saw the
name Fatie Sohrabi in the economy section and Cyrus Sohrabi in
the first-class section.
“What a strange situation!”
He pulled a red marker, highlighted the names, and wrote a
note at the bottom of the page. He looked at the guard and said,
“These two individuals should have been investigated. They
should have been prohibited from leaving this country until the
Revolutionary Court investigated their relationship and any possible connection to the deceased person.”

He wrote a directive requesting an investigation of the matter
and clipped it to the passenger list. He inserted the papers into a
large envelope and addressed it to the headquarters of the Revolutionary Guard office in Evin Prison.
“The situation around these two passengers looks very suspicious,” he told the guard. “I wish I had seen this memorial announcement earlier.”
“But it was only in this morning’s paper,” the guard reminded
him.
“We should at least have questioned these two individuals before they left the country.”

Chapter Twenty-Seven

When the Airplane Reached Cruising Altitude
When the airplane reached cruising altitude and the seatbelt signs
were turned off, Cyrus leaned back in his seat with an invigorating sense of relief. He was free, safe, out of reach of the mullahs’ authority, far away from Revolutionary Guards and Islamic
courts. Soon he would reach Frankfurt, and a few hours later he
would be on his way to the United States.
The voice of the pilot intruded into his thoughts. The airplane
was above Qazvin, the capital of Iranian red wine production
during the Shah’s regime, Iran’s Napa Valley. Cyrus followed the
pilot’s announcements with rapt attention. Half an hour later they
passed over Tabriz. One hour into the flight, the pilot announced
the airplane had entered Turkish air space. His words were greeted with loud applause from the economy section. Suddenly the
entire plane seemed to come to life. Women removed their remaining head scarves and started to apply make-up. Men put on
ties. The attendants in first class walked through the aisle taking orders for wine, beer, and other alcoholic beverages. Cyrus
requested a glass of champagne. Speaking in English he added,
“After that, please serve me single malt whisky on the rocks!”
Now it was safe to inquire about Shirin. What a miracle it was
that she had somehow managed to get on the plane and leave her
troubles behind. He asked the flight attendant, “Could you please
find a passenger in the main cabin and give her a message from
me? Her name is Fatie Sohrabi.”
“Certainly, Dr. Sohrabi. Is the lady a relative of yours?”
“Yes, we are related.” Cyrus said.
“What’s your message?”
“Please tell her I’m happy she is all right.”
“Anything else?”
Cyrus gestured at the empty seat next to him, “Would it be possible for her to come and visit me here?”
“Of course, but only for a while,” she said. “ The economy section is full because everybody wants to get out of Iran but only a
few can afford the first-class fare. Your Iranian government simply does not allow enough flights. It is like the Berlin Wall, they
are afraid if they open the gate, half of the population will leave.
We are permitted only two flights a week to Tehran.”
“Pardon me, miss, the mullahs are not my government, and
neither are they the Iranian people’s.”
“I’m sorry, I thought you were Iranian.”
Cyrus pulled out his American passport and showed it to the
attendant with pride. “I was only visiting Iran for a few weeks.”
“But I like Iranians. They love music and poetry.”
“Well, whenever you can, please find Mrs. Sohrabi for me.”
“Yes, sorry to be prattling on. I’ll do it right away,” she said.
“And yes, she may visit you for awhile.”
Cyrus took a sip of champagne. Although he was only a social
drinker, he was surprised how much he enjoyed the taste this
time. The freedom of drinking without fear of harassment somehow made the drink more delicious. He recalled stories Tooraj
had told him about Revolutionary Guards breaking into private
homes at night and interrupting weddings and parties in their
fanatic search for alcoholic beverages. If they found any, they
would arrest and punish hosts and guests alike, even the groom
and the bride. He had been told of a bride and a groom who had
been dragged out of their wedding celebration and kept locked

up until dawn. Guards routinely stopped cars at night and sniffed
each passenger’s breath for alcohol. Mere suspicion was sufficient to haul people off to the local committee for an immediate
punishment of forty lashes.
Cyrus watched the tiny bubbles rise in the glass and smiled. It
reminded him of rolling waves with whitecaps. He appreciated
the fine bouquet of the champagne and savored the whole glass.
Then he relaxed and began to drowse. A touch on his arm awoke
him.
“I found Mrs. Sohrabi in the economy section. She looks a
little under the weather but was glad when I told her she could
come here and sit by you to enjoy the comforts of first class for
awhile.”
Cyrus thanked the attendant. He was anxious to hear Shirin’s
story and the stories of Bahram and Reza. When Shirin came into
view behind the flight attendant, Cyrus was taken aback by her
appearance. She really had aged a lot since Cyrus first met her the
year before the revolution. Her scrawny face was pinched with
wrinkles, some real, some masterfully drawn, her hands skinny
and pale. She was noticeably underweight. She reminded Cyrus
of the black-and-white photographs of innocent Jews in the
camps after World War II. But not as bad as those who survived
the concentration camps. Those people had looked even worse,
their skin-wrapped skeletons hardly breathing, barely standing.
However, Shirin would have lost her life under torture if she had
not escaped Iran. Now he felt good that he had taken part in Shirin’s rescue. A lump rose in his throat but he managed to control
his emotions. The important thing was that she had escaped imminent death.
Now Cyrus patted the seat next to him. “Sit down, won’t you,”
he said. “Have some refreshments. You look exhausted.”
The shadow of a smile appeared on Shirin’s worn-out face, and
she moved over and dropped into the seat.
“Well, at least your exhausted appearance made you credible
as my late mother, who was forty years your senior,” Cyrus commented. “I am very happy it worked out for you.”
“Thanks to you!” Shirin attempted a weary smile.
“But how did you manage to pull it off?”
“That is a long story,” she began. Her eyes teary, Shirin asked
for a glass of apple juice.
“But everything went through without a hitch, thanks to good
friends like you who helped me along the way. My comrades
know all the procedures at the airport, and my malnourished appearance came in useful. The female Revolutionary Guards at the
airport felt sorry for me and were surprised that I traveled alone.
One of them worried I might be too sick and kept asking how
come I did not have anybody to accompany me. She was satisfied
only when I told her my relatives would meet me right at the gate
in Frankfurt. Then she gave me a hug and whispered that I was
not the first person who was getting away from danger and that I
wouldn’t be the last.”
to be continued …

Dante Alighieri, detail from Luca Signorelli’s fresco
Chapel of San Brizio, Orvieto Cathedral
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www.wingspress.com
Wings Press, founded in 1975, strives
to publish multicultural books, chapbooks, ebooks, and other literary products that enliven the human spirit and
enlighten the mind. The publisher,
editor, and designer since 1995, Bryce
Milligan, attempts to produce multicultural books, ebooks, fine chapbooks, and broadsides that, we hope,
enlighten the human spirit and enliven the mind. Everyone ever
associated with Wings has been or is a writer, and we know well
that writing is a transformational art form capable of changing
the world, primarily by allowing us to glimpse something of each
other’s souls. Good writing is innovative, insightful, broad-minded and interesting. But most of all it is honest. Likewise, Wings
Press is committed to treating the planet itself as a partner. Thus
the press uses as much recycled material as possible, from the
paper on which the books are printed to the boxes in which they
are shipped. All our inks are soy and vegetable based.

Shadow Knight’s Mate (2014)
Jay Brandon

Jack Driscoll is a member of a shadowy group
known as The Circle. Its members have stealthily
shaped America’s foreign and domestic policies
for over two centuries. But the Circle has been
broken. The country is under a bizarre nanotech
attack from ... very rich terrorists? Space invaders? Meanwhile, Europe is full of Jack lookalikes intent on putting a price on his head, the
President intends to withdraw all American forces from everywhere, and a major peace conference is about to become a bloodbath. And then there’s this girl… .
___________________________________

While Pecan Grove Press is undergoing a reorganization, it is not
accepting submissions.
___________________________________

Word Design Studio

New and Forthcoming Titles from Wings Press
Blood Flower (2015)
Pam Uschuk

Sean Thomas Dougherty wrote, “Like Lorca,
Uschuk is a poet of the duende...she views the
poem as a vehicle for fierce engagement with the
body and its social realities, often with a metaphysical awareness that transcends and extends the
corporeal into the natural world… . This is an ecological poetics of engagement, a mythic poetry—
part Lorca, part Rachel Carson.

The Calculus of Falling Bodies (2015)
Geoff Rips

“I know what I have, but not how to hold it,”
writes Geoff Rips in his first full-length poetry
collection. These poems span 40 years during
which the journalist-poet has undertaken a deeply personal attempt to understand the “mystery
of things.” They parallel his interest in the greater world but burrow deep inside his own psyche
in the attempt to find meaning. This is the whole
of life, seen by looking closely at its parts.

Her Texas: Story, Image, Poem & Song (2015)
Donna Walker-Nixon

Her Texas is the most important anthology of Texas writers in a generation. Multicultural and multidisciplinary, it includes stories, essays, memoirs,
poetry, song lyrics, paintings, and photographs by
60 Texas women.
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www.WordDesignStudio.com
Word Design Studio, founded in 1998,
is committed to publishing selected high
quality poetry collections, anthologies,
and other paperback books, fiction and
non-fiction. Word Design Studio is authorfriendly and strives for author satisfaction
through every step of the process toward
the final published product. Editor Valerie
Martin Bailey has been in the writing, editing, and publishing field since 1970. An
accomplished writer and award-winning poet, she dedicates
much of her time to promoting poetry at the local, state, and
national levels. The latest books from Word Design Studio are
Shelia Darst’s, A Poet’s Palette, and Loretta Burns Vaughan’s,
What Angels Bless. For more information, please visit
www.worddesignstudio.com.

Coming Soon

Thanks
to Our Sponsors
_____________________
City of San Antonio Department
for Culture and Creative Development
http://www.getcreativesanantonio.com/

At San Antonio Press
we’re inspired by the belief that one can use print to
change the world.
www.sanantoniopressinc.com
YOU KNOW YOUR FINANCIAL GOALS
WE KNOW HOW TO MAKE THEM A REALITY.
www.teamoliver.com

Frost Bank - For 145 years
a partner in helping fellow Texans
with their financial needs and a proud
supporter of the arts in Texas

17300 Henderson Pass, Suite 240
San Antonio, TX 78232; Phone: 210.344.0205

Bruce D. Akright, MD, FACOG
Gynecology and Gynecologic Surgery

North East OB/GYN Associates, PLLC
5000 Schertz Parkway, Suite 100, Schertz, Tx 78154
and 502 Madison Oak, Suite 240, SA, TX 78258
210-653-5501
www.NE-OBGYN.com

For more than 100 years, our commitment and
involvement in the community have been an important part of the way we do business.
Announcing

The HEB Annual Youth Poetry Contest
for school students under 18 years.
For more info and submissions:
www.voicesdelaluna.com/submissions/

The poetry and community services of Voices are
funded in part by a grant from the Ruth Lang Charitable Fund of the San Antonio Area Foundation.

Becker Vineyards

Griffin Asset Management, LLC
New Braunfels, Texas
830-620-1000
www.griffinam.com

The 46 acres of French Vinifera vines at Becker Vineyards, located between Fredericksburg and Stonewall,
generate 14 different varietals of grapes. Becker Vineyards was established in 1992.
www.beckervineyards.com

Shivers & Shivers Law Practice

http://shiverslaw.com
Shivers & Shivers is a full service immigration
and nationality law firm in operation since 1981
frontdesk@shiverslaw.com
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Voices de la Luna:
A Quarterly Poetry & Arts Magazine
14 Morning Green
San Antonio, Texas 78257

Poetry & Arts Events
DISCLAIMER: All venue information listed has been provided by third
parties. These venues have not been verified. It is the sole responsibility
of parties interested in attending these venues to verify the validity of
the post.
Mondays 8 pm – San Antonio Writers Forum – La Taza Coffee
House, 15060 San Pedro Ave – (210) 494-8292. Informal sharing and
critiquing of poems, short stories, essays. Free and open for participants.
Host: Dan at sawriters@ymail.com.
2nd Tuesdays 7-9 pm – Awaken the Sleeping Poet at the Twig,
200 E. Grayson, Ste. 124, Pearl Brewery (210) 826-6411.
Featured poets & open mic. Host: Floyd L. Lamrouex.
Tuesdays 6–9 pm – Jazz Poet Society – Guadalupe Street Coffee, 1320
Guadalupe St.– (210) 573-5115. Bring poetry and songs and work with
other poets and songwriters to present works on stage. A drum circle
accompanies poets.
Tuesdays 7–9 pm – Sun Poets Society – Barnes & Noble San Pedro –
321 NW Loop 410, Suite 104, (210) 342-0008 – Open mic. Host: Rod
Stryker.
Tuesdays 10:30 pm – Puro Slam–The Heights–9315 N. Broadway
(just north of 410). Weekly open mic certified by the National Poetry
Slam allows poets to deliver their work and get heckled. DJ Donnie Dee
spins before and after the show. Sign up begins at 9:30 pm. Slam begins
@ 10:30 pm. For more information visit www.puroslam.com.
1st & 3rd Wednesdays 7–9 pm – Barnes & Noble, Ingram Festival,
6065 NW Loop 410 (same side as Ingram Mall). Features and open mic.
(210) 522-1340. Host: Josie Mixon.
Every Fourth Wednesday – Barnes & Noble, The Shops at La Cantera,
15900 La Cantera Parkway, Bldg. 27, San Antonio, TX 78256. Host:
Voices de la Luna: 6 pm Poetry Workshop / 7 pm Featured Guest / 8 pm
Open Mic.
Thursdays 6:30-9:30 pm – South Presa Bar and Grill – Open mic: poetry, music, and storytelling Host: Andi.
Last Thursday of Each Month 7–9 pm – Awaken the Sleeping Poet –
Features and open mic – Northwoods Barnes & Noble,–18030 HWY 281
N, Suite #140 (281 & 1604)–(210) 490-0411. Host: Floyd L. Lamrouex
2nd Saturday 7–9 pm – Gallista – Features and open mic, Gallista
Gallery and Art Studio, 1913 S. Flores – (210) 212-8606. Host: Thom E.
3rd Saturday 1-3 pm – San Antonio Poets Association – Monthly at
San Pedro Presbyterian Church, 14900 San Pedro Ave.

Poetry & Arts Places
“A poem … begins as a lump in the throat, a sense of wrong, a homesickness, a lovesickness. … It finds the thought and the thought finds the
words.” Robert Frost (1874–1963)
BOTANICAL GARDEN—The facility includes 33 acres of formal
gardens, pools, fountains, and natural areas; Native Texas Trail, Lucille
Halsell Conservatory. www.sabot.org
CARVER COMMUNITY CULTURAL CENTER—This venue traces its historic roots back some 85 years. It is both a gallery for contemporary art exhibits and a theater for performing artists. www.thecarver.org
GUADALUPE CULTURAL ARTS CENTER—The center is dedicated to the development, preservation, and promotion of MexicanAmerican arts. www.guadalupeculturalarts.org
INSTITUTE OF TEXAN CULTURES—The Institute is concerned
with the people who produced Texas events, people who created the
robust kaleidoscope that is Texas today. www.texancultures.com
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JAZZ AT THE LANDING—NPR’s acclaimed radio show, Riverwalk
Jazz, is produced in San Antonio at The Landing, one of the country’s
oldest jazz clubs. www.riverwalkjazz.org
LA VILLITA—This restored Mexican village captures the charm of the
past amid narrow streets and authentic adobe houses with arts and crafts
shops. www.lavillita.com
MAJESTIC THEATRE—Opened in 1929 and restored in 1989 as a
performing arts center, the Majestic is said to be one of the finest “atmospheric” theaters ever built. www.majesticempire.com
McNAY ART MUSEUM—The mission of the McNay is to maintain
an art museum on the premises of the estate of Mrs. McNay for the
advancement and enjoyment of modern and early art, and for the educational advantage of the public. www.mcnayart.org
MEXICAN CULTURAL INSTITUTE—This venue includes exhibits
of contemporary Mexican artists. portal.sre.gob.mx/culturamexsaing/
SAN ANTONIO MUSEUM OF ART—This six-building complex
of renovated historic buildings, opened in 1981, focuses on art of the
Americas, past and present, but also houses Egyptian, Greek, Roman,
and East Asian collections. www.samuseum.org
PLAYHOUSE SAN ANTONIO—Call the box office for tickets and
more information: (210) 733-7258. www.theplayhousesa.org
SAN ANTONIO SYMPHONY—The mission of the San Antonio
Symphony is to inspire, educate, and entertain the people of, and visitors to, San Antonio and South Texas through the performance of live
music. www.sasymphony.org
SOUTHWEST SCHOOL OF ART—Housed in the city’s only remaining example of French Provincial architecture, the Craft Center
was established as an alternative art school at the site in 1971. www.
swschool.org
WITTE MUSEUM OF HISTORY AND SCIENCE—Extensive exhibits cover natural history and natural science of Texas. Rebuilt on
grounds are four early Texas houses and a furnished log cabin. www.
wittemuseum.org
For more Poetry & Arts Places, see www.voicesdelaluna.com.

___________________________________

Voices de la Luna Monthly Literary Venue
Poetry Workshop, Reading, Open Mic
La Cantera Barnes & Noble
every 4th Wednesday – 6 to 9 PM
from September to June

_______________________________
Voices Mission Statement

Voices de la Luna publishes a quarterly poetry and arts magazine
in four formats, focusing on writers and artists of South Texas.
The organization is committed to inspiring youth, promoting poetry and arts through their involvement, and serving as a platform for all poets and artists to share their work with others. It is
further dedicated to use poetry and arts for both educational and
healing purposes in the community.

